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Allow us to introduce ourselves

Christie Taylor
Moonlighting Strangers
Co-Publisher

Joy Chodan
Moonlighting Strangers
Co-Publisher

I was introduced to Moonlighting in 1985 at the age of 14. I thought it was one of the most
inventive shows I had the privileged to watch. When I stumbled upon Moonlighting again in
2000 on Bravo, I immediately recorded every episode. After watching the entire run for the
first time in eleven years, there was this unsettling feeling of a story that was unfinished. As
David would say, the show left us hanging. I didn’t think at the time that there was anything
that can be done to change the situation and finish this great love story. I started to wonder
what Maddie and David would be like today. I answered my question when I created my fan
fiction series, Moonlighting In The 21st Century. Ironically, this series was created months
before the reunion campaign whose goal is to bring Maddie and David into movie theatres
in the 21st century.
I am a Graphic Artist who lives in Queens, New York. My experience in print design, package design, and web graphics has helped me tremendously each time I put together an issue.
I have recently shifted focus toward writing. I have written three spec sitcom scripts and my
novel on Hip Hop culture in the early eighties is near completion. You can contact me at my
email address: cee@moonlighting21.com.

I started the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign because I always wanted to see a reunion of
Maddie Hayes and David Addison. I became a fan from the very first airing of the pilot in
March of 1985 at the age of 7. Moonlighting has always been my favorite show and always
will be. I have always felt like so many fans have that the last episode (Lunar Eclipse) of
Moonlighting was a disappointment. At the end, it did not resolve anything with Maddie and
David's relationship and left the whole story of Blue Moon up in the air. When I first read
in the paper that the networks were going to make a bunch of reunion specials, I knew this
was a golden opportunity to try to create enough momentum for the campaign. Christie
Taylor was the first person who believed in the project. She called me one night and told me
about her idea for doing a Moonlighting fanzine. I had never even heard of a fanzine but the
project sounded really interesting and fun. My involvement in the campaign and fanzine also
helped me discover a talent I possessed that I did not know existed. I have decided to pursue a career in public relations. I have already begun to get my feet wet with the work I have
done with this campaign. I am also a graphic artist and I am able to contribute to the fanzine’s
artistic style and design. It is challenging and rewarding. The reunion campaign and fanzine
will continue to work as hard as we can to make this reunion a reality, get more DVD's made
for the show, and get the show rerunning again in the US. If you would like to contact me,
please email me at jchodan@yahoo.com
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Allow us to introduce ourselves

Diana Maiocco
Media Consultant and
Staff Member

I work very closely with Joy and Christie in promoting the Reunion Campaign and contributing content to the fanzines. When the show was originally on ABC, I collected anything and everything about the show--pictures, articles, and promotional pieces ABC would
mail out to television advertisers (my profession). When I came aboard, I went through my
collection and I was surprised to see that I had a lot of "good stuff" that can be used for
upcoming issues of the fanzine. When I'm not working on the fanzine or the reunion campaign, I volunteer at the Humane Society of NY where I help socialize animals so they can
be adopted. I am also training to take my black belt test in karate, which I’m planning to take
in early 2003. I welcome any questions or comments about the Reunion Campaign or the
Fanzine. I can be contacted at 917-929-3883 or email me at karategirl2001@aol.com.

My background is in print and graphics and I am a certified Web designer/programmer.
However, for the last 7 years I have been studying and designing jewelry and accessories, as
well as making them. I was taught by people who worked at Tiffany's, Cartier, Harry Winston,
Coach and Chanel. I'm very lucky to have learned from the best. I have also dabbled in acting where I worked on Sex and the City, Howard Stern's Private Parts and Montel Williams. I
am happy to help out Joy and Christie because they are so passionate about the Reunion
Campaign and I think that's it's a great idea. Dedication and focus can really make things happen. In the meantime, I would gladly entertain any inquiries about my various skills and experience. I would also encourage comments and suggestions about the fanzine or any other subject(s). You can contact me at 718 845-6735 or email me at jumpring@hotmail.com.
Salvatore Forte
Print Production and
Advisor

Pam Hardin
Regular Contributor

I started working with the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign over six months ago now. I got
involved when I started corresponding with Joy Chodan. She told me that she and Christie
Taylor had the idea of campaigning for a reunion, and I loved the idea. I was a huge fan of
the show back in its original run on ABC, and had just recently found it again on Bravo.
Watching it again reminded me of why I loved it so much the first time around. It was wonderful seeing the chemistry and banter between Maddie and David all over again. I started
taping all the episodes and surfing the Internet and I discovered the show still has a great fanbase out there. I also started reading some of the fan fiction. Since I was a Speech
Communications major in college, I always liked to write so I decided to try rewriting some
scenes of the show the way I would have liked to have seen them. After doing a few of those,
I decided to try to write a full length episode. Joy was my first reader and she encouraged
me to keep writing. When she and Christie came up with the fantastic idea of a Fanzine, they
suggested putting some of my stories in it. I've had a lot of fun writing the stories and getting to know some people who enjoy Moonlighting as much as I do. Everyone involved with
the Fanzine and the Reunion Campaign has done such a great job, and I hope their efforts
will give us the reunion that so many fans would love to see. I would also love to hear your
feedback on my fan fiction or communicate with other Moonlighting fans. You can email me
at pghardin@aol.com.
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Michelle (Mickey) Krueger
Regular Contributor

When Moonlighting first aired I was 14 years old and instantly smitten with the most wonderful show I had ever seen. I remained a devoted fan throughout the series. Bruno's dance
scene in Big Man on Mulberry Street is still the coolest thing I've ever seen on television. In
high school everyone had pictures of Bon Jovi and Kirk Cameron in their lockers - I had pictures of Maddie and David. It's true, I was thought to be a bit strange but I didn't care at all.
David and Maddie's story of love and passion was unlike anything I had seen. I was so devastated when it ended. I never dreamed that years later I could fall in love with the show all
over again, thanks to the episodes airing on Bravo and a fabulous on-line community. In
2000, I began collecting every song I could find from Moonlighting because the Soundtrack,
as great as it is, was very much lacking. By 2002 I had put together a CD called The Blue
Side of the Moon (thanks to Stephanie Manfredi for the title!). I had created it for myself but
I soon found that many others wanted copies and I was more than happy to share. Now I'm
very honored to be a part of Moonlighting Strangers and to contribute my knowledge of and
my thoughts on the music of Moonlighting. After all this time, Moonlighting is still my
absolute favorite show and I am very hopeful that a reunion will happen - it would really be
a dream come true. If you would like to write to me I'm at mjkrueger1@yahoo.com.

I became involved with the fanzine through Joy Chodan. Who knew that one last minute Cybill
message would lead to finding some wonderful friends and becoming involved in one of the
greatest Moonlighting related ideas ever conceived.

Heather Clemens
Regular Contributor

I was only a year old when Moonlighting first aired. Being so young, I wasn't fortunate, as
many people online were, to see the original episodes. It was actually a theme song CD that
my aunt had bought and had me listening to, playing "guess that show" with the themes, that I
was introduced to Moonlighting. One day, about a month or more later, I was flipping through
the channels on the TV, when I came across this show on Bravo. At the time, I didn't know
what it was or even what station I was on, until the commercial. When I heard "Moonlighting"
I immediately thought back to that CD and the theme song that I'd heard on it.
The next day, at around same time as the previous day, I turned back to Bravo and was hooked.
It didn't take long for obsession to take over, and before I knew it, I was online, on a mailing
list, meeting people with the same interest in Moonlighting, and I even tried my hand at
Moonlighting fan fiction.
I'm elated that I found Moonlighting when I did, and that I've met some fantastic people online,
as well as a few I'd have rather not introduced myself to. I enjoy being a part of the
Moonlighting Reunion Campaign, and contributing to the fanzine when time and ideas allow.
If you'd ever like to reach me, I'm at hacnb2002@aol.com or you might try me on AIM at
Xrayspecks84.
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FADE IN :
TWAS THE ISSUE BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Twas the issue before Christmas and we all can't believe
All the wonderful things we all have achieved
We have stayed focused; our attention stayed clear
That's how this campaign has now lasted a year
A year of much praise; a year of disdain
A year of hard knocks; a year of much gain
A year that common wisdom had to be fought
Our campaign will go nowhere, or so they thought
A year we stood up and acted on a dare
A year we stood up for people who actually cared
We'll keep on fighting; we'll remain a great team
'Til we see Maddie and David on a movie screen
Now among the people that I want to thank
Is exceptional Moonlighting writer, Debra Frank
It was a pleasure to hear her thoughts and memories
She even shared her pictures of Moonlighting behind the scenes
These pictures can't be bought; they're not in magazines
They're from Debra's personal collection no one has ever seen
Another layer of gratitude I want to bestow
Is for Moonlighting's signature voice, Al Jarreau
His warmth and energy had excited us all
We enjoyed his interview; we really had a ball
When you flip through the fanzine, you will come to a page
Where Sal and Diana met Al Jarreau backstage
You'll see exclusive pictures, some with Al's autograph
An extra gift to you from the Moonlighting Strangers' staff
So sit back, relax. Drink egg nog, drink hot cider
I promise this issue will make your spirits brighter
There's only one more thing left for me to say
I wish everyone a happy and safe holiday.

Christie Taylor
Co-Publisher of Moonlighting Strangers Fanzine
Vice Chairman of the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign
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A SPECIAL HOLIDAY MESSAGE FROM THE
MOONLIGHTING REUNION CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN

Well, another year has passed and we are older and certainly wiser. This
has been some year and on January 19th, it will mark the one year anniversary of the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign. There have been wonderful
and exciting moments as well as many trials and tribulations with this campaign. There has been a great deal of work put into this campaign and
fanzine by many people.
This issue is our very special Christmas present to you and we hope you
enjoy it. This issue features two exclusive interviews Moonlighting
Strangers conducted. I was honored to be present at both of them and it
was a wonderful experience. I want to thank Mr. Jarreau and Ms. Frank for
taking the time to grant us two wonderful interviews. They are both
extremely talented and wonderful to talk to. Soon it will be a new year and
with that comes great hope and expectation. Our resolution is to keep
focused on what we set to achieve – a reunion of Maddie and David. We
believe it can and will happen if we continue to keep the faith and stay
focused on our goal and never lose sight of it. We will continue to produce
a fanzine that all the fans can enjoy. I thank everyone for their help and support this past year and in the next year. Merry Christmas everyone and may
the new year be a great year for all of us!

Joy Chodan
Chairman of the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign
Co-Publisher of Moonlighting Strangers Fanzine
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SPREADING THE GOOD NEWS
B y C h r i s t i e Ta y l o r a n d D i a n a M a i o c c o

A Tribute To The Memory Of Carl Sautter.
in its formative
days in the late
1980s
and
early 1990s.
He suggested
that the network start a
screenwriting
competition,
which they did
back in 1991,
calling it the
"Door Opener
Derby." Carl
was a judge
Carl and Debra Frank hang around the Blue and handed
out the award
Moon door on the set of Moonlighting.
to the winning
The Scriptwriters Network is a non- writer that first year. Besides being a
profit, volunteered based organization staff writer on Moonlighting and cocreated by writers for writers. The net- writing the famous black-and-white
work serves its members by enhancing episode The Dream Sequence Always
the awareness of the realities of the Rings Twice,Carl also was a writer on
business by providing access and such shows as Beverly Hills 90210 and
opportunity through alliances with Trapper John MD, as well as working
industry professionals as well as fur- on the feature films My Stepmother Is
thering the cause and quality of writing An Alien and The Jetsons Movie. In
in the entertainment industry.
addition, he wrote the popular screenwriting book How To Sell Your
Carl Sautter was a good friend and freScreenplay: The Real Rules Of Film
quent speaker at the organization back
Photo courtesy of Debra Frank

and Television.
When Carl died in February 1993,
Scriptwriters Network felt a need to
honor him. A plaque was made up and
was given to his life partner, Paul
Waigner, at the awards dinner. In 1994,
permission from Carl's estate was granted to officially change the name of the
competition to the Carl Sautter
Memorial Scriptwriting Competition
for Film and Television.
Scripts are judged in three categories:
Features/TV Movies, Sitcoms, One
Hour Dramas. Many writers have gone
on to great success after winning the
competition. Past winners include the
original writer on Sweet Home
Alabama and current staff writers on
Frasier and The West Wing.
We would like to thank Mr. Bill Lundy,
Chairman of the Scriptwriters Network,
for sharing with us the origination of the
Carl Sautter Memorial Scriptwriting
Competition. It is a fitting tribute to
very talented writer who gave back.
If you would like to learn more about
the competition, please log onto
www.scriptwritersnetwork.com.

ORIGINALITY
IS THE ONLY STANDARD WE IMPOSE.
Submit your original work into Moonlighting Strangers.
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rich-quick
cons seems to
be
much
stronger than
David's,
which apparently hasn't
taken Richard
to the heights
he has hoped
for. His past
amazing ideas
include:
square hulahoops, stringDon’t Take It Personal . . . if you want to stay less yo-yos
alive: Maddie’s not too happy after the bad guy and tequila
(who’s holding a gun) referred to her as David’s that's convevery high-priced hobby.
niently packaged
the
Moonlighting's second season
same way ketchup is packaged for
begins with a gem called Brother,
fast-food restaurants.
Can You Spare A Blonde? At this
In the beginning of the episode,
point in the series, Maddie and
Richard is just starting to conduct a
David have set the stage for someseminar to sell his latest miracle
thing wonderful – a true friendship
product. To introduce "Rich and
paired with intense flirting, along
Thin" (Mint Flavored Liquid Diet
with an underlying passion that is
Meal for Weight Control) he perevident in their constant banter.
forms a song and dance set to the
The episode also introduces a fanmusic of Rappin' Duke. For the
tastic character we would have
few who may have known rap
been thrilled to see more of in the
existed in the fall of 1986, they
series – David's older brother,
were pleasantly surprised to hear
Richard (played by the fabulous
this song used in a primetime teleCharles Rocket).
Richie has
vision show such as Moonlighting.
David's charm, wit and adorable
Rappin' Duke, written by Shawn
good looks. He also has David's
Brown and Greg Brown, was a
talent for finding an angle that
hilarious parody that answered the
would benefit him the most.
question, "What would John
However, Richard's desire for getWayne sound like if he could rap?"

The rap was recorded by Shawn
Brown in 1985.
Rappin' Duke also parodies other
songs which were popular to the
rap audience. The line "Let me
rock ya, Aretha Franklin, that's all I
wanna do . . ." is a reference to
Chaka Khan's huge 1984 R&B hit,
I Feel For You in which Melle Mel
(from Grand Master Flash and the
Furious Five) raps:
Chaka Khan
Let me rock ya, let me rock ya, Chaka Khan
Let me rock ya, that's all I wanna do
Chaka Khan
Let me rock ya, let me rock ya, Chaka Khan
Let me rock ya, 'cause I feel for you ...

Also, Shawn Brown repeats a line
MC Wonder Mike (from the Sugar
Hill Gang) uses in the breakout
1979 rap hit Rapper's Delight:
Skiddely-be-bop, we-bop, scooby-doo
Guess what America, we love you

Richard's version is an attempt to
make his new product sound
appealing:
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Prepare yourself for an evening that's
destined to change your life!
It's "The Thin and Rich Story"!
As told by the only guy who knows all
the good parts,
Mr. "Rich and Thin" himself,
Richard Addison!
Wanna tell you a story 'bout a guy with a roll
Said, "Gotta find some glory, gotta make
some dough!"
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The Blue Side of the Moon: Brother, Can You Spare A Blonde?
(Gotta find some glory, gotta make some
dough)
So he thinked and he thinked and he thunk
and he thunk
And after he was done he invented this junk
This goo, this gop, this weird lookin' swill
It's called "Rich and Thin" and here's what it
will do
It will melt your fat, melt it clear away
It'll keep you lean 'till your dying day
But that's not all this stuff will do
Yes, it will make you rich, it'll do that too
(Yes, it will make you rich, it will do that too)
Now how can we make a promise like this
That this powdered goo can make you rich
You can make this promise because it's true
It worked for me, it'll work for you
(He used to be fat and he used to be poor)
(Now he's thin and he's rich)
(Drives a Porsche 944)

This novelty rap was the perfect
musical introduction for Richard. By
his use of poppers (street dancers)
and creating his own rap, he not only
tries to sell "Rich and Thin," but he
also tries sell the idea that he's cool.
However, Richie tries too hard. He
doesn't look natural and, as a result,
his audience walks out on him. This
sums up the clear distinction between
Richie and David. Richie wants to be
cool, whereas David simply is cool.
Later in the episode, Richie admits
how he was always jealous of David
because he has "jazz." When they
were growing up, everyone always
wanted to be on David's team, walk
on the same side of the street as him,
buy the same records, do the same
dance steps, etc. Richie would love
to really impress David - just once.
Unfortunately, Richard's seminar is a
colossal flop. He tries to keep his
chin up as he makes his way through
the parking garage to his car (which,
by the way, is not a Porsche). He

Cont’d

Rappin’ Duke
So you think you're bad, with your rap
Well I'll tell ya pilgrim I started the crap
When you were in diapers and wetting the
sheets
I was at the Ponderosa rapping to the beat
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh

Swimmin' pools and movie stars
Well the first thing ya know ol' Ron's the
President
The kinfolk said, "Ron move away from
there"
Said, "In The White House is where you
wanna be"
So he loaded up the Lincoln and he
moved to D.C.

Sure I rustled some cattle and tended the
sheep
But my main concern was rapping to the beat
I don't bother nobody I'm a real nice guy
Kinda laid back like a dead fly

Washington, that is
Politicians taking a sip
Foreign dignitaries taking a trip
High tax and plenty Cadillacs

Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh

Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh

I'm talkin', here and now
Later for the cattle and rustlin' the cow
If I had a chance to do a repeat
You can bet your sweet bippy I'd be rappin' to
the beat

Now ya see me in my movies doin my thing
But deep in my heart I've wanted to sing
Wayyyy dowwwn, upon the swannnny
riverrrrrr
Farrrr, farrr awayyy
Titwillow, titwillow, titwillow

Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Que pasa amigos
Not a pasa I see
Two hundred punks, well what ya gonna do
I got two six-shooters that'll see me through
That's twelve dead
And a hundred and eighty-eight pallbearers
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
What I do on your grave won't pass for
flowers either
Now Kurtis Blow, Run-D.M.C.
You haven't heard of rap 'till ya heard it from
me
I'm the baddest rapper in history
And there'll be no more after me
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Meanwhile, back at the ranch
Santa Barbara that is

I don't think that's your style
But I'll tell ya pilgrim, I'm versatile
Aretha Franklin, Aretha Franklin
Aretha Franklin let me rock ya let me rock
ya Aretha Franklin
Let me rock ya Aretha Franklin that's all I
wanna do
Aretha Franklinnnnnn
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
I'm feeelin' the groove now pilgrim
Party, over here
Party, over there
There's nothin' to it, the way we do it
Woop woop!
East coast
West coast
Texas
Every time I put on pants
I tell ya pilgrim, I wanna dance
(Continued on next page)
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I put a quarter in the juke'
Then I commence to doin' the Duke
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
It's pretty easy, if you can see
Just move your arms kinda freely
Do a pause and take a step
And just make sure the beat is kept
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
I was at the Ponderosa rappin' to the beat
Tryin' to cool off from the desert heat
I discovered somethin' really neat
The Duke has moves with his feet
Da haahh, da haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
I won plenty of ladies with my charms
But they like me the most for the moves of
my arms
Woahhh
Woahhh
I'm gonna rap, in the East
Gonna rap, in the West
I'll show ya pilgrim, who's the best
Nothin' to it the way we do it
Skiddely-be-bop, we-bop, scooby-doo
Guess what America, we love you
Da hahhhh, da hahhhh, da hahhhh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Everybody
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh
Da haahh, da haahh
Da ha-hahh ha-hahh haahh

Cont’d

attempts to start his old junker and
when it fails he lifts the hood to find
a case filled with $100,000. What he
doesn't know is that the money
belongs to a big-time drug dealer on
the run. Does Richard take the
money to the police? Hell, no! He
ditches the old car and takes the fast
track from Philadelphia to L.A.
Apparently, he just can't wait show
off and brag to his little brother.

for her – and he is, of course, very
attracted to her. As they dance they
are oblivious to David, who can't take
his eyes off Maddie. His emotions
are clearly written all over his face, as
the song If Only You Knew plays on.
This incredibly touching song was
written by Cynthia Biggs, Dexter
Wansel and Kenny Gamble. It was
recorded beautifully by Patti LaBelle
in 1983.

Appropriately, the music playing
when the cash comes into view is
called For the Love of Money. The
ultra-funky classic was written by
Kenny Gamble, Leon Huff and
Anthony Jackson. It was recorded by
The O'Jays in 1973. The music and
the beat are incredible – and the words
paint a very strong and clear picture
about the evils of greed.
Coincidently (or not), one of the lines
in the song is "Brother, can you spare
a dime?"

I seriously doubt that any other song
would have fit better than this one.
Each word is excruciatingly true to
what David is feeling at this moment.
If Maddie knew how he felt, how
much he loved her and needed her,
she wouldn't be dancing with his
brother like that. If she knew, she
wouldn't hurt him so badly, like he's
hurting right now. He's been changing as he's been falling in love with
her, but she has no idea. As much as
he wants to tell her, he just can't and
now all he can do is sit in agony while
he watches his brother get the attention that should be going to him.
David's danced with Maddie like that
before, and it should be him dancing
with her like that again. The pain in
David's eyes is so clear. A man only
feels that kind of pain when he is
truly in love.

When Richard arrives in Los Angeles
he calls Blue Moon to let David
know that he's in town. David is not
exactly thrilled about a visit from his
brother. He's even more annoyed at
Richard's "big shot" act. But what
bothers him the most is that Maddie
actually likes "Mom and Dad's science project" – she likes him a lot.
Maddie and Richard strike up an
instant friendship. This friendship
seems to quickly turn into something
more, as Richard and Maddie dance
close together. They're laughing, talking and staring into each other's eyes.
And why wouldn't Maddie be attracted to Richard? He has all of David's
charm, wit and adorable good looks,
but there's no arguing and fighting, no
boss/employee relationship to complicate things. He seems to be perfect

David's feelings for Maddie are also
very clear when he asks his brother
for a loan - $37,000 - to save
Maddie's house from the IRS and a
promise that she never finds out
where the money came from. For
David to ask Richard for such a
tremendous favor was a very big deal
for him. David really had to swallow
his pride and humble himself in front
of his brother, something he would
never do for anyone. He truly
11
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For The Love Of Money
Money money money money
Money
Money money money money
Money
Money money money money
Money
Some people got to have it
Hey, hey
Some people really need it
Hey, listen to me y'all
Do things, do things, do things, bad things
with it
Well, you wanna
Do things, do things, do things, good things
with it
Yeah, yeah
(For the love of money)
People will steal from their mother
(For the love of money)
People will rob their own brother
(For the love of money)
People can't even walk the street
Because they never know who in the world
they're gonna beat
For that mean, mean
Mean green
Almighty dollar
(For the love of money)
People will lie, Lord, they will cheat
(For the love of money)
People don't care who they hurt or beat
(For the love of money)
A woman will sell her precious body
For a small piece of paper it carries a lot of
weight
For that mean, mean, mean, mean
Mean green
Almighty dollar
(For the love of money)
People will lie, Lord, they will cheat
(For the love of money)
People don't care who they hurt or beat
(For the love of money)
A woman will sell her precious body
For a small piece of paper it carries a lot
of weight

despised doing it. But for Maddie he
would do just about anything.

For that mean, mean, mean, mean
Mean green
Almighty dollar
Talkin' about
Talkin' about cash
I know that money is the root of all evil
Do funny things to some people
Give me a nickel
Brother, can you spare a dime
Money can drive some people out of their
minds
(For the love of money)
I got to have it, I really need it
(For the love of money)
How many things have I heard you say
(For the love of money)
Don't let it, don't let, don't let money rule you
(For the love of money)
How many things have I heard you say
(For the love of money)
Don't let it, don't let, don't let it, don't let
money fool you, no
(For the love of money)
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
(People know that money)
Oh
(Don't let money change you)
(Almighty dollar)
I keep tellin' you
(People know that money)
Oh
(Don't let money change you)
(Almighty dollar)

WANTED
Have you seen this couple?

Cont’d

A series of events follows in which
Maddie, David and Richard get into
trouble over the money, with the drug
dealer chasing them through a mall.
They barely escape and then toss the
cash into a crowd of people, which
kicks off another round of For the
Love of Money. With the money
gone, the bad guy taken care of, and
Richard and David making up,
Richard decides it's time for him to
go home.
After Richard leaves, David surprises
Maddie with $7,500 in reward
money for helping to capture the
drug dealer. This is when Maddie
lets David know in her own way that
she didn't care for Richie as much as
David thought. But we can't help but
to wonder why Maddie was acting so
affectionate towards Richie. Perhaps
it was to stir up David's jealousy – to
grab his attention a bit. In any case,
the relief that David feels is evident,
and once again the path is clear for
him to pursue Maddie. David has
hope once again – and so do we. The
flirting and fighting will continue!

We Moonlighting fans haven’t been able to
locate Maddie Hayes and David Addison for
13 years. They were last seen bickering,
slamming doors, and falling in love. We are
very concerned because they disappeared
without leaving us a clear understanding
about their relationship.
You can help us bring back America’s most
wanted couple by joining the Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign.

For more information go to:

Moonlighting21.com
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If Only You Knew
I must have rehearsed my lines
A thousand times
Until I had them memorized
But when I get up the nerve
To tell you the words
They just never seem to come out right
If only you knew
How much I do
Do love you
Ooo
If only you knew
How much I do
Do need you
I dream of moments we share
But you're not there
I'm living in a fantasy
'Cause you don't even suspect
Could probably care less
About the changes I've been going through

“My Hero! Now I don’t have to file for bankruptcy”:
Maddie gives David a hug of gratitude when he gives her
the money, which prevents the IRS from taking Maddie’s
house out from under her.

If only you knew
How much I do
Do love you
Oh, oh
If only you knew
How much I do
Do need you
No, you don't even suspect
Could probably care less
About the changes I've been going through
If only you knew
How much I do
Do love you
Oh, oh
And if only you knew
How much I do
Do need you
You don't know how much I need you
So much...

“Finally she’s showing me some affection . . . the
problem is, it’s for the wrong guy.”: David isn’t feeling lucky as Maddie hugs him. Despite her show of appreciation, he knows she has feelings for his brother, Richie.
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The Voice of
Moonlighting
Speaks
Out!
Our EXCLUSIVE
interview with
Al Jarreau
By Diana Maiocco
Al Jarreau's interview was conducted by Diana Maiocco, Joy Chodan and Christie Taylor.
Questions were developed with an assist by our resident music expert, Michelle Krueger.
On Tuesday, September 24, 2002, Joy, Christie and I had the great pleasure to conduct a
phone interview with Al Jarreau. We were blown away by his energy, especially since he was
talking to us from his hospital bed! He was recuperating from successful emergency surgery
that relieved pain he was experiencing in his upper back and arms. He was proud to discuss
the use of his music on Moonlighting and he was in great spirits, as you will see . . .
Al greets us by singing the
Moonlighting theme song.
AJ: "Moonlighting Strangers, they
just met on the way. Who just met
on the way. Who just met on the
way. . ."

AJ: I'm doin' all right.

AJ: Huh, how am I doin'?

DM: Hello Al.

DM: Yeah.

AJ: Diana?

AJ: I'm not doin' bad for a geezer
(laughs). Not doing bad for a guy
who has just had some back surgery. I'm, in fact, really doing
good. I spent the morning from six
until noon talking to people yesterday about the new record (All I
Got), and what's going on in my
life, and came back to USC (hospital), and did my therapy, and rehab

DM: Yes, this is Diana Maiocco.
Thank you so much.

DM: Heeeey. . . Oh wonderful!
Go on! (laughs)

AJ: Yeah well go on and talk to
me.

AJ: (laughs)

DM: Well how are you feeling
first of all?

DM: How ya doin' my man?
14
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stuff, and there you have it. I'm
hale and hardy.

AJ: Well tell me about your publication, or is it a publication?

DM: So when will you be
released?

JC: Yes it's online, but we
print it up also. We've given
copies to Glenn Caron, Cybill
Shepherd and Bruce Willis.

AJ: I'm probably going home
either late today or tomorrow.
DM: Oh great, great.
AJ: Yeah.
DM: I'm sure they're all looking forward to having a big
party for you when you get
home.
AJ: Oh yeah, a big party. Dance
party.
DM: Yeah.
AJ: (chuckles and laughs)
DM: Well, we thank you for
taking the time to talk to us
about Moonlighting. We also
want to talk to you about your
new CD and the Verizon
Literacy Program.
AJ: Ah huh.
DM: Now I want to introduce
you the fanzine's creators,
Joy Chodan and Christie
Taylor.
JC: Hello.
CT: Hello.
AJ: I see. Okay.

AJ: Ah huh.
JC: It was Christie's vision,
she had noticed that there
were different fanzines out
there, but not really for television- shows and she always
wanted to do a fanzine for
Moonlighting. She came to me
with the idea, and I thought it
was a really great idea and we
just developed it. We have a
section where we ask the fans
to send in different messages.
We ask a question to the fans
and they e-mail a message
and we actually publish it in
the fanzine. We then forward
a copy to the person who did
the interview and they can
actually read what the fans
have to say.
AJ: Ah ha, swell . . . Oh, so I mean,
Moonlighting Trekkies. huh?
(laughs)
JC: Yeah. I started watching
the show when I was seven.
AJ: Yeah, serious, serious fans of
the show.
JC: Yes.

DM: They wanted to sit in
with me while I asked you the
questions.

DM: And also of yours because
of the show.

AJ: Kool and the Gang?

JC: Yes, of yours.

DM: Yes.

AJ: Yeah, and that's . . . that's quite
an amazing thing. I tell that story

often, you know, I mean, people in
Jakarta (starts speaking in a foreign
language for comic effect) ". . .
Moonlighting . . . I know your
music!"
ALL: (uproarious laughter)
AJ: And then they can sing the
song. The show introduced some of
them to my music and for me that's
really such a great thing and another vehicle for me to reach people in
all fun places of the universe
(laughs).
DM: I know your time is limited and you need to rest also,
so now I'll start with some
questions.
AJ: Yeah, okay. I hope you taped
some of that because that's an
answer to one of the questions
(laughs).
DM: Oh yes. We started
recording as soon as you
answered the phone!
AJ: Wonderful.
DM: Okay, so tell us when
Glenn Caron approached you
to write the lyrics for the
theme Moonlighting, what
was your first reaction?
AJ: Well it was Lee Holdridge who
called me.
DM: Okay.
AJ: The co-writer on the song. Lee
Holdridge said that the producers
of the show. . . . Lee does music for
film and for television and he has a
long history. He called me and said
the producers really like my work
and there's a new show coming in
15
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the fall, a new pilot coming in the fall, and it's
going to star Cybill
Shepherd and . . . and he
starts looking for the
name and I can hear
papers rattling. You
know, he's looking for
the name of the co-star in
this pilot that's coming in
the fall that they're going
to try out and see if it
works. And my thought
is . . . hey great! I love it
that people doing film,
that people doing television know about me and
value my work enough to
invite me to come and
write a piece of music. It
probably ain't going to
happen, cause 99% of the
stuff doesn't happen. It's
and goes away, doesn't it?

Cont’d
have been those kinds of themes
of . . . you know, it's kind of a play
on this theme of "I love you and
therefore, I'm going to hit you,"
you know. Kids on the playground. "I love you, I'm going to
pull your hair" (laughs loudly).
"You know, I really like you, I'm
going to dip your hair in the
inkwell."
ALL: (laugh)

Watch your
your step:
step: Al
Al Jarreau
Jarreau received
received the
the
Watch
prestigious honor
honor to
to have
have aa star
star on
on the
the walk
walk
prestigious
of fame.
fame. Photo
Photo courtesy
courtesy of
of jarreau.com.
jarreau.com.
of

junked

DM: Uh hmm.
AJ: So I mean, those were my
thoughts. Still it was of interest to
me because who knows where a
participation in that kind of thing
could lead to. I'm looking to do
some acting one day myself. A little parenthesis here. It's kind of
one of my great regrets that I was
never asked to do a walk-on on
the show. I'm singing this theme
song, you know, every week. It
was just an oversight on somebody's part that they never invited
Al Jarreau to come in and, you
know, be the bartender in the
passing scene you know (laughs).
ALL: (laugh)
AJ: Anyway, so Lee Holdridge is
talking to me about them, about

the pilot, and sends over the music
that's he's written and tells me
about the general subject matter of
the theme. It all sounded quite
interesting to me. I mean, there

He called me (Lee
Holdridge) and said . . .
there's a new show
coming in the fall and
it's going to star Cybill
Shepherd and . . . I can
hear papers rattling . . .
he's looking for the
name of the co-star
they're going to try out.

AJ: And that's what's going on
between these two people, except
it's happening in grown up surroundings with grown up themes,
and so that's how I tried to kind of
write the song with that in mind of
two people who are set in their
own ways and who do meet somewhere along the way. It was a concept at that moment that seemed to
be pretty solid that they wanted
these two people who were doing
similar kinds of work. One was a
guy and one was a gal. They were
quite different and they fought all
the time, but they really did love
each other, or really cared about
each other. There was a romance or
an almost romance going on. So
that was kind of the background for
it . . . that's basically it. The kind of
work that they did. So, when Lee
called me, he said, "I've written
something for the show that the
producers really like and so it's
kind of hard for me to go away
from that. I want to send you that
and see what you think about doing
a lyric for it." So the music was
written. He sent the music over to
me and then I did the lyric for the
music. I did it on my own. Yeah.
DM: So what was your reaction
when the show became a hit,
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and then the song became a hit?
AJ: Well, you could imagine. You
know, I mean, I don't need to tell
you. It was a great feeling for me to
be part of a success story like that.
And then to watch that luminary
career of Bruce's just continue to
rocket through the heavens, you
know, and one of the most important actors
on the scene
today.
It's
just really
nice for me
to have that
in the back
of my mind.
I don't talk
about it very
much, but
you know, I
was kind of
part of that
picture in the
beginning.
So it's wonderful stuff.
Now ask me
if I made a
bunch of money (laughs).

think that you get rich and you go
to the bank on those things. They
are nice credits, but very seldom is
there a song like . . . what am I trying to think of now? Where the
writer and the performer really
goes to the bank. It has to be a song
that becomes an immense radio hit.
This song was well received at television, but it never really went to
radio. It really
meant some of
the things that I
said earlier and
it's wonderful to
be
connected
with a great success. There are
people who did
discover
my
music because
of hearing it
there on that
show.

. . . the fact that it
(Since I Fell For You)
made Moonlighting is
a surprise to me, but it
wasn't . . . It certainly
wasn't part of the
thought process as we
went into doing that
song.

DM: Oh.
AJ: I'll tell you no. It doesn't work
that way.
DM: Well who did?
AJ: The show made money.
DM: Okay.
AJ: The show made money, but I
got the rights to put that song on a
collection called The Best of Al
Jarreau. I got to put it on that
album and I did make a few dollars. But, you know, people tend to

DM: So you're
saying
that
you don't get
any residuals
or royalties

for this show?
AJ: Oh yeah, you do, but its not
big money (laughs). People tend to
think of residuals and royalties as
being money that you retire on, or
that pays the rent. It doesn't. I get a
few dollars but you couldn't live on
the check that I get on a yearly
basis for that, you couldn't.
DM: Well the show has also
used some other songs of
yours. In the episode, Money
Talks, Maddie Walks, they
used your song, Murphy's
Law.

AJ: No, I didn't know that.
DM: There was a sequence
where Maddie and David go to
a casino in Buenos Aires and
they show a whole sequence
to the tune of Murphy's Law.
AJ: Amazing. That's great.
DM: If you would like a copy of
the episode, we can send it to
you.
AJ: Yeah, you should send it to me
(laughs). I would love to see that.
DM: Okay.
AJ: It's a great little piece of music
that is, too.
DM: Yeah. Well, the other
song they used was Since I
Fell For You.
AJ: Ah ha!
DM: Now how were you
approached to redo that
Lenny Welch classic and did
you know how it was going to
be used in the episode,
Blonde On Blonde? How did
that come about?
JC: You didn't know how it
was used?
AJ: You know what . . . it's why
I'm laughing is because . . . it's like
the Grammy® Awards, you know. People think that you designed the
material so that you get a Grammy®
Award. You are doing just the best
work that you can and very often
you have no idea what the ramifications of this heartfelt work that
you did can be. You've just done
the best work that you know how to
17
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do, and somebody else comes
along and says –
AL SINGS: "Wow, morning Mr.
Radio, Morning little Cheerios. . .
(from his 1983 R&B hit Mornin')"
AJ: And its General Mills, and
they say "We want that for a theme

That's wonderful.
JC: So you didn't see how
they used it in the show at the
end of Blonde On Blonde?
AJ: No.
DM: When David Addison goes
to Maddie's house in
the middle of the
night to tell her he
loves her and then
the door opens and
Mark Harmon is
standing there.
AJ: Noooo. (laughs)

song for Rice Crispies, or whatever." That's an example. It hasn't
happened (laughs), but I did this
song called Mornin'. A great morning song. I hope it happens while
I'm alive, but sometime somebody's going to take that song, and
use it for a morning food.
DM: Yeah.
CT: I can see it.
AJ: Oh, it'll happen and the fact is
that the song was not designed for
that. That's a good example of
songs all the time that get turned
into great commercial songs that
look as though they were written
for that commercial. I suppose
that's a little too obvious to apply
here, but that's another example.
No, I had no idea that it would
become part of the Moonlighting
format and music that they've done.

JC: It's pouring rain
and Mark closes the
door on him. David
is standing there
and then your song
comes on, it
was so brilliant! It was so
good!

AJ: Not in the original song. I
mean the solo is a David Sanborn
solo, so I haven't heard or seen the
piece from the show so I don't
know if they replaced the sax solo
with a harmonica solo. Sometimes
sax sounds so much like harmonica
when it comes through certain
kinds of speakers.
DM: Uh hmm.
AJ: Certain kinds of speakers
make a harmonica sound like a sax,
so I'm not sure, and they may have
replaced the sax solo with a harmonica solo. I'm not sure. I'm curious about that, but what is so interesting to me about talking with you
guys, is the depth of your involvement . . .
ALL: (laugh)

DM: The way it was used
was brilliant.
JC: It was because that
was the first song that
they danced to in the
pilot. So it became like
their song, you know.
AJ: Ah!
JC: But it was wonderful. It was a great . . . it
was wonderful how you
did it.
CT: And also . . . in the
song, a harmonica was
used. Was it somebody in
your group or was it
superimposed by the people from Moonlighting?
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AJ: In the whole thing and to be
able to talk to me about my music
and to be able to understand the
director's and the writer's train of
thought when they went, "Oh, lets
use Since I Fell For You. It's going
to be perfect in this spot." And for
you to have felt that, to be vicariously there with them and really
feeling it and to be into the minutia
and the intricacies of the show and
for me to be part of that kind of
activity that you guys are involved,
in this minor way that I am, is quite
interesting and approaching wonderful. (laughs)
JC: Thank you.
CT: Thank you.
AJ: Yeah.
DM: Well, we also wanted to
ask you and tell you that . . .
in reference to what you said
earlier about being an actor
on the show, they did mention
you in an opening sequence.
They were talking about you
in an episode called Those
Lips, Those Lies.
AJ: Uh huh!
DM: There's a comical opening
about how you didn't show up
to sing the theme song that
evening . . . I'm assuming you
never saw this.
AJ: Still I never saw that. You
know what, I ought to ask for the
entire library huh? (laughs)
DM: You know what I can do
though?
AJ: You do have a copy of the
entire library?

DM: Yeah, well that too.

credits.

AJ: Every episode huh? Oh God,
you guys are real Trekkies!

DAVID: What are you gonna sing?

CT: (laughs loudly)
AJ: I'm sorry I'm using that word,
but . . . it's one of the few . . . I suppose there are people who have
studied Gone With The Wind, and
are as into it as you guys are and as
Trekkies are, but it's rare, you
know, that kind of interest in a particular film or a particular genre
that kind of interest and the depth
of the interest you have. Its wonderful.
DM: Well you may get a kick
out of hearing it because we
have a snippet of it. It proceeds to show how Cybill
would sing your song, how
Bruce would sing your song,
and
then
how
Curtis
Armstrong would. Do you
want to hear it?
AJ: Yeah!
DM: Okay, let me play it for
you. I have it here on a
disk. You'll get a kick out of
it.

MADDIE: (Starts to sing in her
own voice) "Come walk by night,
come fly by day. . ."
DAVID: Hold it, hold it! Ho Ho
Ho Ho Ho . . .
MADDIE: WHAAAT! (Al starts
laughing)
DAVID: These people just ate a
very large meal out there. You're
gonna put them in a coma singing
like that! Roll the tape. (Singing
badly) "Come walk by night, come
fly by day" (Al is laughing again
and he says, "I'm getting a kick out
of this!")
MADDIE: Cut it, Cut it!
DAVID: I'm like the new Perry
Como over here.
MADDIE: I know this is wonderful but if you're going to sing like
that you should join a garage band.

It's a natural (Moonlighting
Reunion). It's a natural in

AJ: Okay.

that regard and of course,

DM: It's called "Where’s
Al"?

I'd love to be a part of it.

AJ: (laughs) Okay.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DAVID: We're not gonna have
a show cause we can't start the
show without the theme song
and Al is not here.

With careers like Cybill's
and Bruce's and with the
success of that show, I'm
surprised that they haven't
done it already.

MADDIE: Oh yeah? Roll the
19
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DAVID: You don't like the way I
sing?
MADDIE: Can't you hear the dogs
all across America howling?
DAVID: Well, I heard a couple of
dogs, but I didn't think it had anything to do with this.
MADDIE: AAAWWWUUU (howling like a dog)
DAVID: Well what are we gonna
do, just stand here for the next 46
minutes?

ALL: Yes.
AJ: Yeah, that's . . . that's really
great. Thank you, you guys. Oh
wow, boy! Ha Ha! You are into
detail! (laughing) I need to employ
you over at my record company.
DM: Yeah, let us know! We'd
be happy, we would be happy
to! Anyway, so it is fair to say
that the Moonlighting theme
and Since I Fell For You are
fan favorites at your concerts? Do you get a lot of
requests for those songs?

AGNES: Come on, Herbert!
AJ: Ah, yeah. I always have.
BERT: I don't want to!
DM: Oh good.
AGNES: You have to!
BERT: Don't make me, please!
MADDIE & DAVID: Oh No!
DAVID: I got a bad feeling.
AGNES: There'll be bloodshed if
you don't!
BERT: All right, hit it! (In Al's
singing voice: "So come walk by
night, come fly by day. (Al is
laughing, "I'm getting a kick out of
that!") Something is sweeter, cause
we met on the way."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DM: Here we go (the audio
piece ends).
JC: Our friend, Michelle
Krueger, made an entire CD
with audio from the show for
our enjoyment.
DM: I hope you liked that.
AJ: I did. Did you hear me say that
I'm enjoying it?

AJ: I always have gotten requests
for those songs. High on the
request list, that's why we made it
part of the Best Of collection.
When I was trying to figure out
what I was going to put on the Best
Of collection, I wanted it to be
music from all the records that I
had ever done up to that point.
Finally I decided that the criterion
should be what people request
most often and not what my
favorite picks are. That's for another time and so yeah, both of those
songs are fan favorites.
JC: Now would you like to see
a reunion of Moonlighting and
would you like to be a part of
it?
AJ: Tell me what you mean by
Moonlighting reunion. Are you
talking about an episode or are you
talking about several episodes or
hoping to get the whole thing
working again as a weekly show?

JC: Well we talked to Glenn
Caron about this. I discussed
this with him and he said that
if it did happen, he thinks it
would be a motion picture
and it would be a one-shot
deal. It would be a motion picture with the reunited cast
and some of the original writers.
AJ: Uh huh. It's a natural. It's a natural in that regard and of course, I'd
love to be a part of it. With careers
like Cybill's and Bruce's and with
the success of that show, I'm surprised that they haven't done it
already.
DM: Well Glenn wants to be
very careful because he says
if he's going to do it, it'd have
to be a really good idea
because . . .
AJ: Its got to be a good idea. It
can't be just a half hearted story
and it's got to be up to the quality
for big screen of today's great quality movies with these two great
actors.
DM: Now let's talk about your
career. So with more than 20
years in the music business,
what do you think contributes
to your longevity?
AJ: Well a large part of the
longevity is represented by just
what we're talking about. You
know, I operate in a real variety of
kinds of music. I went and did
three months of Grease doing doowop music on stage in New York
City. I will record one day an
album with a symphony orchestra
and it'll be the program that I'm
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doing live now. I do a lot of different kinds of music. A lot of the
music that I do, the core three
things of R & B, Pop, and Jazz,
which in itself touches lots of different kinds of people, those various styles of music are made up of
my experiences. My appreciation
for music all the way from the
Broadway stage to the classical
concert hall and I know nearly as
many polkas as Frankie Yakovich!
ALL: (laugh)

the other. It's just the real, raw
thing people see that and want
more of it and they come back.
Sometimes they go out and buy
a record.

They (Verizon) asked me
to be involved with their

DM: Well I'm sure when
you do perform, you must
have sold-out venues.

effort to get America

AJ: Yeah, I do. Lots of sold-out
venues. Yeah, people love a live
performance that really works
and that's full of feeling, fire,
and passion. And I do that.

understand that lots of

more

literate.

They

people in America can't
read a bedtime story to

AJ: All of that stuff comes to bear
JC: Now what helped you
on a career, and has an impact on
their kids.
develop your innovative
the audience that is out there and I
vocal style?
think that I kept an audience
because the breadth of that music
DM: Yeah.
DM: Yeah, no one sounds like
and maybe it's depth, too. I've
you.
AJ: And you allow that to happen.
never had a big hit record and I
AJ: It's having listened to a lot of
would love to have a big hit record
DM: So it's almost like theater,
different music. Taking bits and
that would make me a couple of
right . . . playing to the audipieces from many kinds of music.
million dollars, so that I could sit
ence. . .
Learning from the spontaneity and
down and take a break. I'm on tour
improvising that Jazzers do. That
every year . . . all year long because
AJ: There's a difference in theater
there
is
something
just
brilliant
and
that's how I make my living. I'm
in that I can really change the
great about the moment. The fact
not a rich guy by any means. So I
words if I want to. The message is
that
this
think part of
basically the same, but I can
moment
right
the
thing,
change the words and I can change
again is that I My appreciation for now is differthe melody. There's a lot of things
ent
from
the
do a lot of difthat I can do as a musician-singer
last time that
ferent kinds of
music all the way from you sang it. in improvising and being in the
music and I
moment. Playing the very same
You're
a
differstand up and I
song that I did last night and be
sing a song in the Broadway stage to ent individual
influenced by that lady in that
and
you're
front of an
green dress that is so low in front
audience. It's the classical concert standing there
and so high . . .
in front of a
just me and
ALL: (laugh)
different crowd
them and a
hall
and
I
know
nearly
of people with
band.
And
AJ: And so high up the leg that she
a lady who's
there are no
might as well be wearing a belt!
bells
and as many polkas as wearing that
outrageous hat
ALL: (laugh)
whistles and
makes
you
loud blaring Frankie Yakovich!
AJ: Oh, I'm just having fun here.
play different.
this or that or
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guy who is not a hip hop
artist to understand how
hip hop has borrowed
from me and what I need
to do is show you what
you borrowed from me
and give it back to you
and tell you . . . we are
not that different.
CT: Right.

Yeah, I mean, that's got to affect
you. That lady dressed that way or
that guy who won't sit down. And it
makes you sing the music differently and jazz guys and improvisers teach every day that is all right.
In fact, it provides an experience
for the audience that is somehow
elevated when they are part of what
influences the music. It's a new
day. New setting. We're playing
outdoors today and it's been cloudy
all day and suddenly the sun bursts
through. That's got to affect how
you play and if it doesn't affect how
you play, then you're not altogether
here.
DM: So now tell us about All I
Got, your new CD. I read that it
satisfied your urban and pop
senses? You're calling it an
UrbPop record?
AJ: Yeah. Yeah. Well, if you listen
to it, it doesn't sound like a guy
who's going to be 63 on his next
birthday.
DM: No.
AJ: It sounds like the music that
you hear on radio, except that I'm
not rapping. It has some of those
flavors in it and I'm proud of that
because it's not always easy for a

AJ: I just have a different
message than you (laughs). And so
there's something there for a guy
and a girl. You know, if a kid 17 or
18 gets an opportunity to listen to
me, I think he'll find something
there, but they don't often get the
opportunity and that's kind of unfortunate. But the music I think, is relevant for them and so that's what I
mean by UrbPop record. It leans in
that direction. Now having said that,
there's a piece of music by Al
Jarreau and Joe Cocker. I'm not sure
if that's UrbPop, or Rock N' Roll, or
Rhythm and Blues, but it's there and
it's a great piece of music. There's a
song on the record that's called
Jacaranda Bougainvillea. This is a
tribute to South Africa. I don't think
that's UrbPop music, but it's a great
piece of music that people who love
World Music really dig and enjoy
because it has all
these traditional
African kinds of
flavors
and
rhythms in it and
here I am talking
about:
AL SINGS:
Comin' along, Oh
what a long way
we have come

Comin' along, makin' a home for
everyone
Comin' along, way down South in
Africa
Look at the Jacaranda tree
Huggin' the Bougainvillea, yeah!
AJ: And I used that metaphor of
the Jacaranda around the tree. The
Bougainvillea vine hugging each
other and being together as symbolic of this new Nation that is
bringing different kinds of people
together to go out on this grand
experiment that America is . . . has
been leading the way on in some
kinds of ways. A Nation of inclusion with everybody being a part of
the government, and helping to
decide where it's going and what
we're doing and trying to make a
good life for everybody.
DM: That's great. Now let me
switch over to Verizon's
Literacy Champion Program
that you are the spokesperson
for.
AJ: Yeah . . . and I'm going to be
quick, and brief about this cause I'm
getting the cut signal from my gang
over here cause we're expecting

Photo
Photo Session:
Session: This
This picture
picture and
and
the
the picture
picture on
on the
the top
top left
left were
were
taken
taken while
while Al
Al and
and Joe
Joe Cocker
Cocker took
took aa
break
break from
from recording.
recording.
Photos
Photos courtesy
courtesy of
of jarreau.com
jarreau.com
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another call any moment now.
ALL: Okay.
AJ: But what a good news story
about Corporate America. If I say
nothing else, I bet I could even just
stop there. Look, they asked me to
be involved with their effort to get
America more literate. They understand that lots of people in America
can't read a bedtime story to their
kids. Lots of people in America cannot read the directions on their prescription and get it right and stay
out of medical trouble. Lots of people cannot fill out a job application.
They don't know what the word
"personnel" means if they walk into
the store or the factory or whatever.
They aren't reading. Lots of people
come to America as new citizens
and they are barely speaking
enough English and they will
become part of the fabric of this
country. They'll vote and help us
decide on where we're going.
Whether we're going to war, what
we're going to do? What is going to
become the stuff that we aspire to?
We need these people to be able to
read and to be educated people.
So they asked me to help with that.
I'm going to help raise the awareness. Help bring people out of the
closet and go ahead and learn to
read. There are anonymous phone
numbers to call where you can
learn to read, to write, to learn
some math and a few basic things
that make you a literate human
being. A literate America. So I
think this is just great stuff and they
asked me to because I've always
been kind of a champion of education and with my own scholarship

programs that I'm trying to get
started in Milwaukee, especially.
DM: That is a great cause. We
will let you go now since you
need to take another call.
AJ: Thank you. This was so unusually wonderful!
ALL: (laugh)
AJ: So unusually wonderful. I love
it!
DM: I'm glad you enjoyed it.
AJ: I did ladies. Thank you for
calling me.

The fan fiction series
that takes you
back to the future.

ALL: Thank you.
AJ: And making me part of it.
DM: And by the way, we will
be sending you a copy of the
Fanzine so you could read
your interview and your fan
messages.

COMING SOON!!

EPISODE 9
Ashley and little David

AJ: Oh, that'll be great.

will finally know how

DM: Okay.

their parents got back

AJ: I'd like that a lot. I'd really like
that.

together after Maddie
and David thought

DM: Great.
AJ: Okay, thank you.

they could live
without each other.

ALL: Thank you. Goodbye.

Check for the story When David Met
Maddie...Again

@

www.moonlighting21.com
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COMPILATION ALBUM APPEARANCES
Moonlighting TV
Soundtrack
Songs: Moonlighting theme, Since I
Fell For You w/David Sanborn

Casino Lights
Songs: Sure Enough w/ Randy
Crawford, Who’s Right, Who’s
Wrong w/ Randy Crawford

Do The Right Thing
Soundtrack
Song: Never Explain Love
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In Harmony
(for Sesame Street)
Song: One Good Turn

Handel’s Messiah:
A Soulful Celebration
Song: Why Do Nations So
Furiously Rage?

A Twist Of Jobin
Songs: Girl From Ipanema w/ Oleta
Adams, Waters Of March
w/ Oleta Adams
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Slow Jams:
Christmas Vol. 2
Song: Christmas Song (Chestnuts
Roasting On An Open Fire)

Warner Bros. Jazz
Christmas Party
Song: Celebrate Me Home

A Song A Day...
Song: Raging Waters

Great Cola
Commericals V.2
Song: Dr. Pepper Made A Pepper O
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(Michael ‘Patches’ Stewart’s Album)
Song: My Funny Valentine (Duet)

The Secret of NIMH 2:
Timmy to the Rescue
(Video Soundtrack)
Music by Lee Holdridge
Song: My Life and My Love
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Diabetes Foundation and the Philadelphia
Music Alliance Musical Instrumental
Donation Program
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Quincy Jones Ultimate
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Plus countless other Jazz, R&B and Funk Music Compilations.

G R A M M Y

©

A W A R D S

1977 Best Jazz Vocal Performance - Look To The
Rainbow (Album)

1981 Best Jazz Vocal Performance (Male) - Breakin’
Away (Album)

1978 Best Jazz Vocal Performance - All Fly Home
(Album)

1992 Best R&B Vocal Performance (Male) - Heaven
and Earth (Album)

1981 Best Pop Vocal Performance (Male) - Blue
Rondo A La Turk (Single)

*1985 EMMY NOMINATION for Outstanding
Achievement in Music and Lyrics (Moonlighting)
w/ Lee Holdridge
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It’s time for the fans to show their appreciation for the man who
helped create one of the most recognizable TV themes in TV history.
Hello,
I just read your interview with Al
Jarreau. I felt it was a great interview. I was moved.
Although I'm no writer, I do have a
suggestion for the reunion. Yes, it
should be a movie. Al should have a
major part in the movie as Maddie
and David's psychologist (Al has
also majored in Philosophy). Al
could counsel them (he can have a
singing and speaking part) on releasing their fears and let love prevail. It
would be a wonderful hit in light of
all that has happen to us as a people
since the 9/11. It would be great to
see Maddie and David finally get
together and truly let love prevail,
instead of bickering over trivial
indifference that only cloud the issue
of love. There is no fear in love, but
perfect love casteth out fear because
fear hath torment. Although their
Moonlighting business had been a
success, Maddie and David were living in torment because they have
been afraid to let each other know
what's really in their hearts. Al could
bring this to their attention. I see
them joining in holy matrimony, living their lives and their business as
one. What we all need is love.
Imagine.
Al, I'm sooo happy to hear of your
speedy recovery. I'm looking forward to hearing you in concert on
November 13th. May our creator
continue to bless and keep you all!
Love,
Theola

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Al:
I recently found a link to the interview you did with the Moonlighting
"Trekies". I had a lot of fun reading
your thoughts on your career and the
show. I must tell you, I was a big fan
before you got the gig with
Moonlighting. But when the show
came on, I was so proud that my
favorite singer was responsible for
the theme song of an incredible hit
show. Anyway, I hope you schedule
a concert for Los Angeles soon. This
is because the music on All I Got is
fantastic and I can't wait to hear it
live! My girlfriend and I had tickets
to your show on October 4, 2002.
And I totally understand why you
had to cancel. I'm so happy all went
well with the surgery.
Thanks for being you,
Robert Sabado
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Christie that was a great interview
with Al Jarreau and did you see The
Wanye Brady Show where Al Jarreau
was a guest on the show. I am a big
fan of his also. The songs that were
on Moonlighting that he sang and the
songs he sang like We Are In This
Love Together, Mornin' and After
All are in my Moonlighting story.
Sometimes I listen to Al Jarreau on
the local radio stations here in
Philadelphia and my mother also
likes Al Jarreau, as well. Well last
year, one of the stations in my home
town came out with a CD and it had
After All on it. Plus a friend of mine

was supposed to see Al Jarreau in
concert once. And one more Al
Jarreau concert is coming to my area
in a few weeks or so, which I heard
about on the radio.
SuperCobra19
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Mr. Jarreau,
I want to thank you for doing the
interview for the fanzine for us.
Thanks also for all the great music
for Moonlighting. It was wonderful
and provided the perfect feel for the
show. To this day, when I think of
some of my favorite scenes, I think
of songs like Since I Fell for You and
Murphy's Law as well as he show's
theme song, of course. There's nothing more romantic to me than those
first few notes with the words "Some
Walk By Night . . ." Thanks again for
giving us the soundtrack for Maddie
and David.
Pam Hardin
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi Al,
Thanks for doing that wonderful
interview and I want to say that I
think that Moonlighting wouldn't be
the same without your song. This
special song will be connected forever with Maddie & David and it's
one of the greatest ever. I love the
show and your music; your'e a great
singer and composer.
Best wishes
Karin
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Al:
My name is Ron and I'm a huge fan
of your work, actually, I really
haven't heard about you before
Moonlighting, or shall we say, the
reruns of Moonlighting. I was 14
when
they
announced
that
Moonlighting will be aired again.
Being a Bruce Willis fan, I wanted to
see his early work. As I watched the
first episode, I was stunned by the
opening theme song. It was as if
lightning struck my body. It was, and
still is without a doubt, the most
incredible flawless song I've ever
heard (the 1 minute version). This
song made me realize what kind of
music I really like and have missed
over the years (I'm 22 and all I listen
to is 70's and 80's music! Gotta catch
up!) I was even at your concert in
West Palm Beach in November and
I'll never forget what you said:
"Thanks for bringing your kids
along. Kids, this is called MUSIC!"
You have no idea how much you're
right! It took me about a year to really expand on my selection after
Moonlighting because that was the
only song I listened to! 'Til this day,
I get chills every time I hear it. It is
without a doubt MY NATIONAL
ANTHEM!
Thank you so much Al for creating,
along with the brilliant Lee
Holdridge, this incredible MASTERPIECE!
With best wishes...
Ron (ronrabia@hotmail.com)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Al Jarreau,

Cont’d
I absolutely love your music! You're
a wonderful artist! Thanks for sharing your time and thoughts with the
Moonlighting Reunion Campaign
staff and all of us Moonlighting fans.
Sincerely,
Heather Clemens
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Al Jarreau,
I discovered your music through
Moonlighting and still get goose
bumps listening to Moonlighting
(theme song) and Since I FellFor
You. You have the rare ability to
transmit your emotions with your
songs – which you seem to have
taught Vonda Shepard (who sang the
theme for Ally McBeal), who praised
you at her recent concert in
Germany. Thank you for still sharing
your talent with your audience and
with new performers. You are great!
Monika

Dear Mr. Jarreau,
I want to thank you for granting us
such a wonderful full interview. You
were funny and charming and it was
great when you sang to us on the
phone. I think you have one of most
wonderful voices. It is so distinct.
Your lyrics and delivery to the
theme for Moonlighting is magnificent. You really bring magic to the
melody we all love. The lyrics to the
theme fits the show so well and so
beautifully. I also love your rendition
of Since I Fell For You. Your voice
and the sound of rain pouring in the
end of the episode Blonde on Blonde
was the perfect combination. I think
you are very talented and it was a joy
to listen to you. You are the voice of
Moonlighting.
Thank you Mr. Jarreau.
Sincerely,
Joy Chodan
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hello Al,
I discovered your music through
Moonlighting and I have been a fan
ever since. I will never tire hearing
the theme song because it is a classic! Thank you for granting the
fanzine an interview because even
more people have discovered your
sense of humor and warmth. Your
concert in New York recently was
fantastic and I'm really enjoying
your new CD All I Got. You are a
generous and giving performer and I
can't wait to see you again in concert! I hope to see you soon and
please say hello to Coyote for me!
Diana Maiocco
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Al Jarreau,
I was a fan of your music years before
Moonlighting. The most memorable
songs I remember hearing in my childhood were Mornin', and We're In This
Love Together. Your music, especially your voice, is one of the most interesting voices I've ever heard. Your
music also helps remind me of my
father. He was such a Jazz fan. I
remember how he would listen to his
music in the basement almost everyday. I got my love for music through
my father and he would have loved to
have known how I helped prepare for
your interview for the fanzine.
he first time I heard the Moonlighting
theme and heard your voice, I thought
the show chose the Tperfect person to
sing its theme. The song ushered the
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viewer into the magical world of
Moonlighting and when the end
theme was finished, the viewer was
reluctantly brought back to reality.
The theme deserves the honor TV
Guide recently gave as being one of
the 50 most memorable TV themes.
Obviously, this fanzine was named
based on the theme's most recognizable line, "Moonlighting strangers, we
just met along the way..." I also
thought your rendition of Since I Fell
For You, was perfect for what David
was thinking when he saw Sam standing in front of Maddie's door in
Blonde On Blonde. Since I Fell For
You served as the show's end theme. It
was the only time Moonlighting didn't end with it's usual theme. It also

Cont’d
signified how the show has reached a
huge turning point and it was fitting
to have your version of Since I Fell
For You end that show. You have a
talent that's all your own. There are
only a few who not only sings with
the music, but also lets the listener
feel the music, as well.
Thank you again for agreeing to do an
interview with us. I hope you stay
healthy for many years to come.
Sincerely,
Christie Taylor
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Joe Zawinul's Syndicate Band last
month. This event was his "70th-birthday" party at a Jazz Festival here in
Germany. A German Big Band played
Joe's compositions and then he and his
band performed. Why do I tell you
this? During the concert I thought
about you. First, it's because I wish to
see you still perform at this age, too, of
course. Second, I believe that you have
earned such a nice evening like Joe
Zawinul's. And lastly, please listen to
Joe's last CD "Faces and Places". I
think you both are such energetic performers and I could imagine you two
working together.

Dear Al,

Anyway ... all the best for the future!

I had the pleasure to visit a concert with

A german fan

WE FINALLY MADE IT!
Moonlighting finally made it on one of TV
Guide’s top 50 lists. This list selects the best
theme song for each year dating back to 1953.
The Moonlighting theme is chosen for the
year 1988. This massive collection is part of a
CD TV Guide has put to record stores
(shouldn’t it be called “CD stores” by now?
Okay, back to the announcement). The compilation is called TV Guide’s 50 All-Time
Favorite TV Themes. Well, it’s nice to know
Moonlighting isn’t being completely ignored.
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By Kelly
EPISODE 2
OPENING CREDITS
“How Come We Don’t Banter
Anymore?”

ing at her. She lets out a chuckle to
ease her tension.

Maddie: (Popping up from the
prone position.) What the ?!?!?

Quick pan to everyone around
them. Everyone seems to be with
their significant other.

I’ll do whatever it takes
I’ve got to get you back with me again
(Got to get you back with me)
I realize I need you here in my life...

Simultaneously:
Act I
Scene 1: Paris
Maddie and David are walking
down the street. David is wearing a
black tux and Maddie is wearing a
long silver dress.
Maddie: I knew this was a good
idea.
David: (Sarcasm.) Yeah, walking
back to the hotel instead of taking
the limo back.
Maddie: I didn’t mean that. I mean
this. Coming to Paris. Even if it is
for the weekend and even it is with
you.

David: You first. Maddie: You
first.

"No One in the World" by Anita
Baker continues to play through
the clock radio as she gathers herself.

Maddie: No, you.

(No one in the world) No one, no one

David: (Casually, just in case he’s
rejected.) Ok, well, we’re here, in
Paris. How about we…um…well…

(No one in the world) Nobody loves
me like you do

Maddie: …make the most of it.

(Like) My (You) my (Do) my (And)
baby

David: I couldn’t have said it better myself.

(Every time) You got the love that I
need

They kiss. They don’t stop even
when they hear people screaming.
They finally stop when a huge foot
stomps onto the ground. The foot
looks like King Kong, but when
Maddie looks up…

(Love I need) And you brought it
down, heaven on me

David: Maddie Maddie: David

David looks dejected.

(No one in the world)

Ain’t no one in the world (No one in
the world)
In this world
In this world... (No one in the world)

Maddie: ANNIE ?!?!?!?!?
Maddie: (Leaning into him.) Got
ya!
David: (Laughing.) Yeah, you better say that. I’ve got the passports
locked in the vault in my room.
They stop at the Eiffel Tower.
Maddie: (Looking up.) This is so
nice.
David: (Looking at Maddie.) It sure is.
Maddie realizes that David is look-

Annie growls then picks David up
and pats him on his head. She then
looks down at Maddie…

As the song ends, she turns the
radio off, gets up, and walks into
the bathroom.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Annie: He’s mine now.
Maddie: NO!!!!! David, Please
take me back...
Oh babe, I can’t go on
I’m not happy in my life without you...

Annie and David both look at her
with a cocked head then:

Scene 2: A nightstand.
Voice: See you after dinner, sweetie.
We hear a door slam as we see a
hand reach the “play” button on
the answering machine. A familiar
voice blares out of it.
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Answering machine: Yo bro, it’s
me. I’m in LA for the weekend.
Thought we could meet up. Give
me a call. I’m at the Holiday Inn
right down the street from your
apartment so you can see that I didn’t bring any gangster’s money
with me this time. I’m in room 320.
See you soon.
David grabs the phone and begins
to dial.
David: Yes, room 320, please.
(Pause.)
Richie: Hello?
David: You promise you’re not in
any trouble.
Richie: Honest Ingen.
David: Ok, I’ll pick you up in an
hour.
Richie: I’ll be waiting…
David hangs up the phone.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Scene 3: Pool hall
Richie: So how’s Maddie?
David: She’s fine.
Richie: You two…
David gives him a look to put
Richie libido to rest.
Richie: That’s a shame. I thought
by now, well, don’t tell Dad I told
you but we had a bet going on
about you and Maddie.
David: You guys betted on whether
me and Maddie would get married?
Richie: No…

Cont’d

David nods, relieved.

Richie begins to shoot.

Richie: …we bet on when.

David: So, Rich, you got anyone?

David: (Surprised.) What?!?!?!?!?!

Richie: Well, after the whole Carla
situation, I realized that it was not
in the cards for me to be happy
with a woman.

Richie: Well, I said by this year
and Dad said by ’91. Looks like
Dad’s going to win.
David: (Snapping at him.) I don’t
think neither of you are going to
win, ok?
Richie: (Stepping back.) Sorry, I
shouldn’t have told you.
David: I’m sorry I snapped.

David: (Jokingly.) So you’re
becoming a priest?
Richie: I was thinking about it.
(David’s eyes widen.) I even began
going to church every Sunday like
we used to do with Mom.

Richie: You break.

David: (The thought of his Mom
cheered him up.) Yeah, I remember
that.

David begins to play. He keeps getting the balls into the holes so he
keeps going. As he does, Richie
keeps talking, but can’t see David’s
expressions or hear him.

Richie: So about a month ago, I
met this girl, Shelly, and we’ve
been going out ever since.

Richie: I understand. Maddie
Hayes — one of those women that
can drive you crazy in a good way.
(David nods.) She is unbelievable.
I can’t believe you two aren’t
together.
David: (Mutters.) Me too.
Richie: (Continuing.) I’m sorry
I’m bringing it up, but you two are
so great together. I knew when I
met her that I had no chance; she
was yours. I actually did it to make
you mad. I knew I was right when
you didn’t look like you cared after
Maddie and I danced during my
first visit here in La-La land. I
knew I was right.

David: You used church as a single’s bar?
Richie: Well that just sounds
so…true. Your turn.
David laughs and begins to shoot.
Richie: What’s wrong with that?
David: (Still laughing.) Only you,
Rich. Eight ball in the corner pocket.
Richie: I am very happy. You
should try it sometime. Maybe with
a certain co-worker…
David ignores him as he makes the
shot.
David: I win. Let’s go to dinner.

At the same time Richie finished
talking, David misses his shot.

Richie: You want to call Maddie to
come with us?

David: Your turn.

David: No, that’s ok. (Trying to
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make something up.) She went to
Chicago for the weekend.
Richie: Oh, well then. Let’s tear up
the town.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Scene 4: Maddie’s favorite restaurant (it matches her wardrobe)
The instrumental version of “The
Boy Is Mine” by Brandy and
Monica can be heard in the background.
Annie and Maddie meet for
Sunday brunch. Annie is sitting at
the table when Maddie walks in.
She is determined to not let anyone
know how she feels.
Maddie’s voiceover: Ok, Maddie,
remember: David scum, Annie
nice.
Annie: Thank you for meeting me
here.
Maddie: (Fake cheeriness.) Sure.
So how have you been?
Annie: Maddie, I want to talk to
you about Friday night.
Maddie’s voiceover: Here we go.
Maddie: What part?
Annie: Well, I thought you’d be
mad at me.
Maddie’s voiceover: So innocent.
I hate that.
Maddie: I’m not mad at you at all.
I’m mad at David. He was the one
that cut out on his responsibilities.
Annie: You mean the fight had
nothing to do with me.

Cont’d

Maddie: No, why would it? As a
couple, David and I are finished.
We are just business partners. The
only time I worry about what he’s
doing is when he is on the clock.

mean it with anyone other than
David.

Annie: So that is why you were so
upset?

Close-up on Maddie. She begins to
feel that she may have tried a little
too hard to convince Annie that she
was fine.

Maddie: (Offensive.) I wasn’t
upset; I was angry.
Annie: Because he wasn’t working?
Maddie: (Trying to look sincere.)
Exactly.
Maddie’s voiceover: Whoa, did
my eyes just bug out when I did
that? She’ll see right through it.
Annie: (Buying it.) Ok then, let’s
order.
Maddie’s voiceover: She didn’t.
What a ditz. And now for the kill…
Maddie: (Stopping her.) He doesn’t know you’re married does he?
Annie: No, how can you tell?
Maddie: Well, as much as a wild
man he is, he does have morals.
Annie: (That comment hit home to
Annie and she looks down.) Oh,
well, maybe I won’t tell him then.
Thanks for the warning.
Maddie: Sure, anything to make
my little cousin happy.
Maddie’s voiceover:
Maddie, that was blatant.

Whoa,

Annie: You really mean that?
Maddie: Of course. Why wouldn’t I?
Maddie’s voiceover: I would

Annie: Good, now can we order?
Maddie chuckles then nods.

Freeze frame on Maddie.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COMMERCIAL
Act II
Scene 1: David’s Office
The final part of “I Need A Girl
(Part 2)” by P. Diddy, Ginuwine,
Mario Winans, and Loon is on in
the background. David is at his
desk scribbling on a pad of paper.
[Ginuwine & Mario Winans]
What I need is a pretty woman next
to me
(Mario Winans: Oh please baby)
To share the dreams that I believe
(Mario Winans: I need a girl in my
life)
Maybe we could start a family
(Ginuwine: Start a family baby)
Someone who truly understands, how
to treat a man
This is what I need
[Verse 3: P. Diddy]
The sun don't shine forever
But as long as we’re here then we
might as well shine together
Never mind the weather, go somewhere and get our minds together
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Build a love that a last forever

to treat a man

Of a beautiful story

So let's stop the pain, stop the rain

This is what I need

And so I left the one I loved at home
to be alone (alone)

Name the spot, mommy I got the
plane

(Female singer: Is that all you want?)

And I tried to find

Is a pretty woman next to me

Out if this one thing is true

Roll through rough, I got the range

(Female singer: Made the sacrifice)

That I'm nothing without you

Ma I got some things, known to put
rocks in rings

To share the dreams that I believe

I know better now
And I've had a change of heart...

Push a hundred foot yachts and tiangs

(Female singer: And maybe maybe
we)

Your man don't play, have you ever
bee to St. Tropez?

Maybe we could start a family

Dear Maddie,

Put, stress to rest girl stop the games

Or seen a brotha play Amando Lay?

Someone who truly understands, how
to treat a man

Girl I wanna just, look in your eyes
and watch the sunrise

This is what I need, is a pretty
woman next to me

No more lies, no more tears to cry

To share the dreams that I believe

No more reasons for leavin’, do I
believe in?

Maybe we could start a family

Love you till the day I stop breathin,
I love you girl
[Chorus: Ginuwine & Mario Winans]
What I need, is a pretty woman next
to me
(Ginuwine: Standin’ next to me girl)
To share the dreams that I Believe

Someone who truly understands, how
to treat a man
This is what I need

The song ends and a new song
begins. This one is more emotional
and propels David to write down
how he really feels. “I’d Rather” by
Luther Vandross.
I thought sometime alone

(Ginuwine: When I wake up in the
morning)

Was what we really needed

Maybe we could start a family

You said this time would hurt more
than it helps

(Ginuwine: I wanna see your pretty
face, yeah)

But I couldn't see that

Someone who truly understands, how

Since you won’t talk to me, I
thought you might read this letter
instead. I want you to know how I
really feel.
I'd rather have bad times with you,
than good times with someone else.
I'd rather be beside you in a storm,
than safe and warm by myself.
I'd rather have hard times together,
than to have it easy apart.
I'd rather have the one who holds
my heart.
Whoo-oo-oo-oo yeah...

I’m tired of lying to myself and
underestimating the power you
have over me. The truth is, I have
never stopped loving you. For the

I thought it was the end

w w w . v e r i z o n r e a d s . c o m
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past five years, I can’t remember a
time when I have stopped loving
you.
And then I met someone
And thought she could replace you
We got a long just fine
We wasted time because she was not
you
We had a lot of fun
Though we knew we were faking
Love was not impressed with our
connection they were all lies, all lies
So I'm here ‘cause I found this one
thing is true
That I'm nothing without you
I know better now
And I've had a change of heart...

This whole Annie thing was a mistake and I am planning on telling
her the truth – I used her to stay
involved in your life. It was a mistake. I hurt an innocent woman and
I hurt the one person that I care
about more than anything else in
the world, that’s you, Maddie.
I'd rather have bad times with you,
than good times with someone else
I'd rather be beside you in a storm,
than safe and warm by myself
I'd rather have hard times together,
than to have it easy apart
I'd rather have the one who holds my
heart

Cont’d
myself)

shouldn’t forget any of it.

I'd rather have hard times together,
I can't blame you if you turn away
from me, like I've done you,
I can only prove the things I say with
time,
Please be mine...

I know that you will probably
never read this because I’ve written
you so many times and you have
only actually gotten one of those
letters. Knowing this, I am going to
write this next part.
I'd rather have bad times with (please
be mine) you,
Than good times with someone else
(I know)
I'd rather be beside you in a storm
(anytime),
Than safe and warm by myself (so
sure baby)

Than to have it easy apart (you know
it)
I'd rather have the one who holds my
heart...

You really are the only one for me
but I know you need time to forgive me and I will give you that.
I’ll be waiting for you.
I'd rather have the one who holds my
heart
I'd rather have the one who holds my
heart
Whoooo.....who holds my heart.

Love,
David

I'd rather have hard times together,

The song ends as David finishes
his letter.

Than to have it easy apart

(Knock at the door.)

I'd rather have the one who holds my
heart (my heart)...

David: Come in.

If I ever get enough guts to say this
one day, I will tell you to your face.
I know there will be tough times
and sometimes we may feel that it
is not worth all of the aggravation
but if I don’t ask you to be mine,
I’ll regret it for the rest of my life.

Annie: (Walking towards David’s
desk.) Hi, honey.
David: (Meeting her. Tryingly but
Annie doesn’t realize.) Hi, sweetie.
Annie: Ready to go?
David: Yeah, just give me a minute
to get ready.

Who holds my heart...

I'd rather have bad times with you
(surely),

(David walks into the bathroom.)

I know we’ve tried to forget about
the past before and that hasn’t
work. We have a lot of good and
bad memories in the past and I
know we will have many more; we

Than good times with someone else
(surely)
I'd rather be beside you in a storm (oh
yeah),

(Annie looks around the room. She
sits at David’s desk and looks at the
papers. She finds THE LETTER
and reads it.)

Than safe and warm by myself (all by

A couple of minutes later…
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David: She was probably mad
about the other night. I really don’t
deserve to ask her for a second,
(looking at the camera) or is this
the third chance? But I am.

Miss Dipesto: Here are the files
you asked for from the filing cabinet. Did you want anything else?

With Maddie and me, it’s never
over. I’m sorry, Annie.

Maddie: Yes, can you get the files
off Mr. Addison’s desk, too?
Miss Dipesto: Sure.

David: (Trying to find an excuse
but doesn’t want to lie about it anymore.) Yes.

Annie: Well, this isn’t the first time
this happened and I guess I should
be happy for the two of you and say
all that crap about her being
lucky…

Annie: But she’s not me.

David: …that would be nice…

David: That’s the whole point.
This has nothing to do with you.

Annie: …but I’m not. (Slaps
David in the face.) GO TO HELL,
DAVID ADDISON!!!! (Walks out
to the outer office.)

(David walks out of the bathroom
and stops in his tracks knowing
exactly what she found. He looks
down at the floor to find the right
words.)
Annie: (Pointing at the letter.) You
still love her?

Cut to outer office:
Maddie walks across the outer
office and is about to put her hand
on the doorknob to David’s office
until she hears David and Annie’s
voices.
Cut to David’s office:
David: I’ve been in love with
Maddie since the day I met her.
Annie: But she doesn’t love you.
She told me.
Cut to outer office:
Maddie is about to kick the door
down to tell David that Annie is
lying and she never said that, but
she thought better of it.
Cut to David’s office:
David: Well if that’s true…

day)

Cut to David’s office:
Miss Dipesto walks in. As she
gathers up the clutter on David’s
desk, she finds the letter and begins
to read it until she hears someone
coming. Without thinking, she
shoves it among the files.

Cut to outer office:

David: (Walking into his office.
Awake and happy.) Morning, Miss
Dipesto!

Maddie hears the slap but as much
as she wants to go in there, she runs
back into her office and shuts the
door.

Miss Dipesto: Good Morning, Mr.
Addison. I was just grabbing the
files for the Shantman case for
Miss Hayes.

Cut to David’s office:

David: Grab away.

David: (Looking at the camera.)
Twice in two episodes.

(Miss Dipesto leaves as David
walks into the bathroom.)

Cut to outer office:

Cut to Maddie’s office:

Annie: (Opening the door.)
THERE, HAPPY NOW!?!?!?!?!?

Miss Dipesto: Here they are, Ms.
Hayes.

(Slamming door behind her.)

Maddie: Thank you, Miss Dipesto.

After everyone hears the doors
slam, the “kids” rejoice. Maddie
and David both open their doors at

Cut to split screen: Miss Dipesto
leaves Maddie’s office and begins
to walk back to her desk. David is
walking to his desk. They both stop
at the same time.

Cut to outer office:

the same time; the “kids” stop until
they shut them simultaneously and
they continue the celebration.

Maddie: (Whispering.) It’s not!!!!
I do love you!!!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cut to David’s office:

Scene 2: Maddie’s Office (the next

Miss Dipesto and David: THE
LETTER!!!!!
Cut to Maddie’s office as she reads it.
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David’s voice over:
Dear Maddie,
Since you won’t talk to me, I
thought you might read this letter
instead. I want you to know how I
really feel. I’m tired of lying to
myself and underestimating the
power you have over me. The truth
is, I have never stopped loving you.
For the past five years, I can’t
remember a time when I have
stopped loving you. This whole
Annie thing was a mistake and I am
planning on telling her the truth, –
I used her to stay involved in your
life. It was a mistake. I hurt an
innocent woman and I hurt the one
person that I care about more than
anything else in the world, that’s
you, Maddie. I know we’ve tried to
forget about the past before and
that hasn’t work. We have a lot of
good and bad memories in the past
and I know we will have many
more, we shouldn’t forget any of it.
I know that you will probably
never read this because I’ve written
you so many times and you have
only actually gotten one of those
letters. Knowing this, I am going to
write this next part. If I ever get
enough guts to say this one day, I
will tell you to your face. I know
there will be tough times and sometimes we may feel that it is not
worth all of the aggravation, but if
I don’t ask you to be mine, I’ll
regret it for the rest of my life. You
really are the only one for me, but I
know you need time to forgive me
and I will give you that. I’ll be
waiting for you.

Here’s a way you can help make our
season bright, submit your original
work to us. We are now seeking new
material for the next fanzine
(Feb. / March ‘03)

So, If you have original stories,
poetry, articles, artwork, trivia, word
games or anything else that is
Moonlighting related, email us at:
ceetay@earthlink.net

Love,
David
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Let the media blitz begin: This is one of the press releases ABC
issued to their advertisers to promote the special Black and White
episode The Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice.
Photo courtesy of Diana Maiocco.
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The media frenzy kept coming:
At Left: Here’s one of the many articles , which concentrated on the unique and bold way Moonlighting
experimented with the TV medium. Doing a Black
and White episode was so unusual, it made Jerry
Buck explain the uses of Black and White the star of
his TV column.
Above: This seldom seen ad ran in TV Guide promoting,
what else? The Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice.

Photos courtesy of Diana Maiocco.
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Along with Diana, Joy Chodan, Pam Hardin and Christie Taylor helped prepare the questions and
were present during the phone interview on September 30, 2002. Debra Frank was a pleasure to
talk to. She gave us some insight on what it was like to work as a staff writer for the hottest show
in the ‘80’s. Among other things she touched on was her and Carl Sautter’s long journey in bringing Rita Adams and Zack McCoy to millions of TV screens at 9 o’clock on Tuesday night.
DM: Now Carl Sautter was your
writing partner on Moonlighting.
DF: Yes.
DM: So when did you and he
become a writing team and
how did you collaborate?
DF: I had sold a spec Remington
Steele script and had just finished
two scripts for Cagney and Lacey
and I was looking for a writing partner. I think it was 1984. It was just

before we got the Moonlighting
assignment. Carl was teaching a
writing class and he asked me to be
a guest speaker. We had so much
fun that evening that we thought,
"Boy, this would be great! This
would be terrific! Why don't we
team up?" Carl had only written one
script before that and then the next
script we wrote turned out to be the
Black and White (The Dream
Sequence Always Rings Twice)
episode of Moonlighting.

DM: Wow! And you know
that's a classic!
DF: Yeah.
DM: It's always ranked up
there . . . at least in the top
three (among all Moonlighting
episodes).
DF: Yeah, yeah. We loved that.
JC: It's a favorite episode of
mine, too.
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DF: Thank you. How we would
collaborate is we would work out
the story together. Then we would
just take scenes, divvy up the
scenes and then we would trade
pages, and rewrite each other. Then
we would get together and polish.
DM: Okay. So now how did
you and Carl become part of
the
writing
staff
for
Moonlighting?
DF: Well, we went in and we
pitched the idea for the Black and
White show, and we wrote that.
Then Glenn gave us an idea they
were trying to work out, that was
the one with the Leprechaun
(Somewhere Under the Rainbow),
and we wrote that for him. After
that, he said, "Would you guys like
to be a part of the staff?" and we
said, "Sure!"

the script. So we knew what we
wanted to do in each scene and
what to accomplish in each act. But
a lot of the details came out in the
writing, and then from there we
gave it to Glenn. The next thing we
knew, because we were on a tight
schedule, we were walking in and
seeing it in dailies. There were
times when we would see dailies
on a Friday and then see the show
on TV on Tuesday.
DM: So in terms of revisions
then, maybe it depends on
the episode, but how many
revisions did a script generally go through?

DF: Actually, they didn't go
through very many to be honest
with you. We basically wrote them
and gave them to Glenn. If there
were some changes to be made,
Glenn would make them. I can
DM: So what was the process
remember delivering one episode.
like from writing an episode
I don't know
to rehearsing
which one,
it and filming
d
What I think was nice e l i v e r i n g
it?
pages at 4:30
DF: Well, we with the David and in the morning.
We'd
were not really
involved with Maddie
dialogue is stay up all
night. We'd
the rehearsing
and
and filming. So that it was about other write
hand in the
basically it was
coming up with things and somehow pages. Carl
slipped them
the idea and
sexual tension under the
pitching it to the
door because
Glenn, or later
pitching it in a existed, but it was no one was
in the office.
room with all the
Then Glenn
writers,
then about other things.
would show
going off and
up at 6:30
doing a very
and those pages would go down to
minimal outline because all of the
the set.
creative energy went into writing

DM: So in terms of interacting
with Glenn, it would be just
giving him the script and then
he would go on his own and
do whatever he needed to do?
DF: No, we had meetings before
hand and Glenn knew what we
were writing. We would deliver
the script and/or scenes to him and
he would make any changes he felt
were needed. Sometimes he'd add
lines or cut lines, sometimes he
didn't touch a word. Today my
partner and I are writing "Movies
of the Week" and the process is different. We write, then get notes
from the producers, then rewrite
and get notes from production
executives, then rewrite and there
are more notes from the network,
then rewrite and even more notes
from the director. Sometimes the
process improves the script and
sometimes it doesn't. But when we
were doing Moonlighting, we didn't have that time. We were writing
an episode that was going to film in
a week or so. I remember when we
did the North by North Dipesto
episode, we hadn't written the
chase scene yet. We're trying to figure out what we're going to do, trying to establish a location, and
finally we were able to get this
location in a dry cleaning plant. So
Carl and I were at the location writing, you know, just looking at the
machines and what was available
to us, then writing the chase scene
days before it was to film.
DM: And how about the
actors? Did the actors ever
want to change the lines? Did
you ever hear of that?
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Every time we would
go in to pitch for a

comedy first with a deliberate attempt in every episode
to tie in sexual tension
between Maddie and David?

DF: Yes, I think so. You know
show, we’d go, “Okay, I wouldn't say deliberate, but
part of the charm of the mysso let’s do the Black tery is that there is going to be
sexual tension and the audience
and White story and is going to want them to get
together. Sometimes we would
then we’ll do the other address it and sometimes we
wouldn't. I think that what's
shows that we really interesting in all of the shows
that have tried to mimic
want to sell.
Moonlighting. The conversations that those characters have
always deal with sexual tension
DF: No. You know we really didand should we sleep together and
n't encounter the actors too much.
are we attracted to one another?
Whereas what I think was nice with
DM: Okay.
the David and Maddie dialogue is
DF: We were just locked away in
that it was about other things and
a room.
somehow the sexual tension existed, but it was about other things.
ALL: (laugh)
Like the episode when this man
kills himself and they see the crime
DF: Writing.
scene (Portrait of Maddie). His
DM: Focus, focus, focus right?
apartment is filled with pictures of
Maddie and there's that great tenDF: Exactly. I mean, I would see
sion. First of all, she's wondering
Cybill sometimes on the lot. She
"Who's this man who is obsessed
didn't know who I was.
with me, who killed himself?" And
David's attitude is "Well what
DM: Oh okay.
about us poor slobs who are living
DF: I think I only knew Bruce
for you?"
because he'd show up at the
DM: Yeah, there's a live body
Moonlighting baseball games.
right next to you!
DM: So you guys even had
DF: So it wasn't blatant sexuality.
time to play baseball, huh?
I think because of that sexual tenDF: (laughs) Yeah. Actually, Bruce
sion all of that worked. The actors
was very nice.
had a wonderful chemistry and it
was fun writing to that. I know
DM: Now when you wrote for
when we did the Black and White
Moonlighting, was the focus on

episode, we thought this is a great
way to have David and Maddie
sleep together, but not really sleep
together. So the next week, none of
that really happened, but the audience can enjoy whatever that
episode will bring them.
DM: So what do you think
made Moonlighting succeed in
combining comedy and drama
the way it did? I believe the
term "Dramedy" was coined
then?
DF: What I always remembered
Glenn saying was, "We want to
play it for real, and we want the
crime, we want whatever the case
is, to be serious. Then we can have
as much fun as we want with David
and Maddie if all the other characters are real." So I think you see
that a lot when people would come
into the office and state whatever
their case was. It was serious and
it was dramatic. We dealt, I think,
with some very dramatic topics
too. Like a woman being beaten by
her husband, and Maddie not wanting to take the case (The Man Who
Cried Wife), and David wanting to.
And do you believe in God? One
of them not believing in God (In
God We Strongly Suspect). So
there were, I think, heavy issues
but because of the way the characters related to one another, and certainly you know David's sense of
humor, we were able to get away
with so much that other shows
couldn't. The other thing is I don't
think we took it seriously. Even
though we were dealing with some
heavy, heavy subjects. We threw it
out there and we made some wonderful statements, but I don't think
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we took ourselves seriously.
DM: Yeah, I'm thinking even
the episode Witness For The
Execution, where euthanasia
was brought up. The show
brought up subject matters
that made people think, but it
didn't dwell on it. It was
enough to throw it out there,
and then . . .
DF: Right.
DM: Get on with it.
DF: Right and always David had
one opinion and Maddie had the
other. They just talked about it,
gave their opinion, and moved on.
They even made fun of each other.
DM: Now, I am going to ask
you about, which you brought
up earlier, The Dream
Sequence Always Rings Twice.
DF: Yes.
DM: Who came up with the
concept of having Maddie and
David dream different versions of the unsolved murder
and tie it into the subject of
sexism?
DF: Well . . . (laughs) that's interesting! Carl and I had been pitching that idea all over town and we
were kicked out of more offices
than I care to remember. We loved
the idea of doing an unsolved mystery in the 40's and tailoring it to
the characters and having them
recreate what had happened. We
would pitch it to all the various
shows that were out there and basically when we finished the pitch
everybody said, "Wait, you can't do

that." You have to understand, we
desires . . .
were in our 20's at the time and
people said, "First of all, you
had taken my
can't do Black and White. I
You're going to lose the audience and nobody's going to be Moonlighting bag (to
interested." So instead of just
saying, "No thank you," they the hospital). . . . So
would literally tell us that we
were never going to work in the there I was in labor
business again and then throw
us out of their office. So it for 46 hours, and all
became our joke pitch. Every
time we would go in to pitch for the nurses wanted to
a show, we'd go, "Okay, so let's
do the Black and White story, talk about was Bruce
and then we'll do the other
and Cybill.
shows that we really want to
sell." It was kind of like warming up the audience. So we
DF: Uh huh!
went in and we pitched it to Glenn.
There was this long pause when I
DM: Because the characters
finished the pitch and he went, "I
Maddie and David, or Rita and
love it! That's fabulous!" Then he
Zack, obviously had a desire
said, "And I see it! We can do
for each other. So how did
Maddie's version as the MGM
you and Carl create that delimusical, and we can do the Warner
cate balance?
Brothers film noir for David's verDF: Well, I think that was the fun
sion, and oh, this is great!" So
of
it. We watched a lot of the
that's how the two different vermovies, you know, the MGM and
sions evolved. But we always had
the Warner Brothers movies, and
the intent that in each version, they
basically we did a parody on that.
would be the victim because it
And we wanted it to be as sexy as
basically underlines David and
hell! I mean, we just wanted to go
Maddie's relationship. In her verfull out because it wasn't David and
sion she feels she's being taken
Maddie. It was Zack and Rita and
advantage of. She's the good perwe could just go full out because
son; he's the cad. Then, of course,
the next week we would never have
in his version, you couldn't find a
to refer to it. We'd never have to
colder woman, a meaner woman,
deal with it, and so that's how it
and he's being set up. So it worked
came about. We were able to do
out nicely because it really played
things and poke fun of things. Just
to the relationship that they had.
being able to think of him sitting . .
DM: Yes and the dreams also
. what is it, the window with the
served as a metaphor, would
neon lights flashing and being able
you say, for their secret
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to say the line "I always play my
horn at night with my shirt off next
to a neon flashing light because I
know I look good."
DM: (laughs)
funny.

Yeah

that's

DF: That's what made writing for
Moonlighting so much fun. We'd
write a line or say something in a
room that made us laugh and it
went into the script. Personally, I
think that's what made the show so
special. I've been in too many
rooms when you come up with a
great idea, or a funny line and
everyone says, "Oh that's funny,
but middle-America won't understand it." Needless to say, it doesn't get into the script.
DM: David's version was sexy,
but also goofy. He had a lot of
funny stuff going on in his
dream.
DF: Yes, yes.
ALL: (laugh)
DF: (laughs) I mean that was the
fun of it. He was able to play all
the instruments and at the end with
the electric chair, we're able to go
full out and just do everything we
wanted. We had the pages of the
calendar flipping and the montage
of neon signs as Zack/David
walked. We did a parody of the
1940's movies and people responded to it.
DM: Yeah and Cybill was great
too in singing those two numbers (Blue Moon and I Told Ya
I Love Ya, Now Get Out!)
DF: Oh yeah. I tell you, I think

that they both should have won the
Emmy®.
JC: Oh yeah, definitely.
DM: Yes.
DF: They were fabulous! They
were brilliant and, you know I hate
to say this, it's my episode, but I
thought it was great TV.

DF: Yeah. Yeah that was great.
When I look back I'm grateful that
all the other shows we pitched it to
threw us out of their office, otherwise we wouldn't have been able to
do it for Moonlighting. I guess
some things are meant to be.
DM: Now I want to ask you
about Sleep Talkin' Guy
because I really like that
episode, too.
DF:
you.

Oh thank

DM:
It was
very funny, I
thought. And
we saw that it
seemed to be
an attempt to
parallel what
was happening
Glenn, Bruce, Cybill, Curtis, TV Guide and many fans
with Bruce and
agree, Dream Sequence . . . is one of the all-time
Cybill in real
favorite Moonlighting episodes.
life, meaning
that
Bruce
JC: It was.
becoming so popular, but
struggling with fame and
DF: I had no idea it would turn out
Cybill feeling as if his popularto be so wonderful!
ity overshadowed her?
DM: Well, you know, when I
DF: Well, the funny thing is that
mentioned earlier about it
hadn't happened yet in real life
being top three, I meant
because when I left the show after
among
all
Moonlighting
the first year, they were getting
episodes.
along and things were absolutely
terrific at that point. So it's interestDF: Thank you!
ing that that kind of dynamic did
DM: But you probably know
happen, but no, it wasn't intentional.
that it was ranked as one of
DM: Uh huh. You know, maybe
the top 100 television
you're right because at the
episodes of all time.
time it aired it wasn't that
DF: Yeah.
way, but I mean seeing it now
...
JC: That's from TV Guide.
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DF: Yeah, seeing it now, isn't that
interesting?
DM: Yeah.
DF: Yeah. (laughs)
DM: You know, with all the
photographers after him in
that scene when he's talking
on the phone. He's got someone manicuring his nails, and
cutting his hair, and the
lawyers coming in. That was
pretty funny.
DF: Yeah. That was just the innocence of trying to come up with the
story and I think they were having
an anniversary, right?

I'm watching it with my husband.
In the middle of it, I have to go to
the bathroom and I can't wait
(laughs). And it's like you can't stop
it. So I ran to the bathroom, ran
back, and I went, "Okay, what happened? What's happened?" It was
as if I didn't even write it! (laughs)

DF: (laughs)

ALL: (laugh)

DF: Well, one is 14 and one is 10.

DF: And he told me what I missed
and it's like, Oh that's cute, okay."
I watched this as if I wasn't even a
part of it. It's kind of interesting.
Two of the episodes are in the
Museum of Television and Radio
so a couple of years ago I took my

DM: Okay. They're a little too
young.

DM: Yes, yes.

Glenn

DF: A one-year anniversary of
working together?

Body Heat . . . . I think

DM: And he wanted a raise.

he really wanted to

DF: And he wanted . . . yes, he
wanted a raise. Yes. (laughs)
Thank you for reminding me of
that!
DM: Oh, we know all the
episodes very well here.
DF: (laughs) I haven't seen these
episodes in so long.

always

loved

have that kind of, no
pun

intended,

going

on

heat

between

David and Maddie in
that relationship.

DM: Have you been watching
them on Bravo? They just
ended a two and a half year
run on Bravo.

daughters there. I sat them down
and I made them watch the Black
and White episode.

DF: Really?

DM: And what did they think?

DM: Yeah.

DF: Well, they liked it and it was
like . . . "This is really good mom.
Can we see Buffy now?"

DF: I watched them a while ago. It
was funny because the North by
North Dipesto episode was on and

DM: Maybe they're a little too
young. That's why. Well, do
you mind me asking?
DF: No.
DM: How old are they?

DF: This was a couple of years
ago.
DM: Okay. Now we want to
talk to you about It's a
Wonderful Job.
DF: Yes.
DM: Well, it's obviously a parody of It's a Wonderful Life.
How did that come about?
DF: We had to come up with a
Christmas show and we were just
coming up with one idea after
another. We came up with doing It's
a Wonderful Life and thought
wouldn't it be great if Maddie really begins to appreciate the employees because she's always griping
and complaining, and all of that. So
that's basically what we did. We
put her in a situation where she was
depressed. We had her aunt die in
the beginning and the office is just
chaotic. She doesn't feel that anybody's really appreciating her,
understanding what she's going
through, and . . . I'm trying to remember the episode because I remember
she has to stop herself from committing suicide.

DM: Oh.
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PH: She wants them to work
Christmas week.
DF: Yeah . . .
DM: . . . and everybody's very
upset over it.
JC: They're wearing armbands.
DM: They're all wearing black
armbands.
DF: (laughs) I'm enjoying it all
over again. I'd forgotten that.

DM: And his brother Richie is
ready to jump right in there
to take his place.

because of all of her rhymes and
she also sees that Miss Dipesto is
acting the way she did.

DF: Right, right. Well, you know,
a funny thing about that was before
it was Cheryl Tiegs, we wrote it for
Christie Brinkley.

JC: Right.

ALL: Oh.
DF: And when David is dancing
with Christie Brinkley, they're
speaking only in Billy Joel song
titles. (laughs)

DM: And they were taking
down the Christmas decorations.

DM: Oh, you mean, this is the
way you originally wrote it?

DF: Right.

DM: Oh, okay.

DM: And then they confronted
Maddie. That's when Maddie
left and went to a bar to
drink.

DF: But then, obviously they didn't cast Christie Brinkley. So that
had to be rewritten and that was a
fun bit that no one ever saw. We
thought it would be interesting if
Maddie thinks that she's the one
that's going to be marrying David.
She gets to the house and she's kind
of complaining and all of a sudden
she realizes that it's not her! I
mean, it's another model! It's
another beautiful, blonde woman
and, of course, then she has the
pangs of jealousy.

DF: Right, right, and she meets the
angel . . .
DM: Uh huh.
DF: Albert.
DM: Right.
DF: Yeah, yeah.
DM: In that episode we see
that Maddie's life would be
miserable without David and
Blue Moon.
DF: Yes, yes.
DM: And then you see in the
scene where David contemplates marrying Cheryl Tiegs,
but he's wondering if he
should almost?
DF: Uh huh!

DF: That's the way we wrote it.

DM: So what inspired you to
write that kind of twist?
DF: Just a surprise. Just coming
up with something that we thought
would be a great surprise and
something that would be fun. That
what she discovers is that everybody is really better off without
her, is basically what we wanted to
show. Miss Dipesto is President of
this greeting card company

DF: So we really just wanted to
show Maddie the effect her temperament was having on everyone.
Then, of course, you get to Maddie
and she's expecting that she's going
to be living this fabulous life, and
in truth she wants to commit suicide. Then she starts to realize all
that she has and how important life
is, and then she has to stop herself
from committing suicide at the end.
When she goes back to the office,
she has a new appreciation. Some
of that script was rewritten. So
sometimes I get confused because
we, I think, had left the show by
then and had done that episode as
freelancers. I remember there was
a lovely scene at the end that didn't
make it in the script where Miss
Dipesto walks back and just hugs
her. Everybody goes over to hug
her and it was interesting because
Miss Dipesto just doesn't let her go.
She's so afraid she's going to lose
her again and that was just a very
wonderful moment between the
two women and that got lost. A lot
of things got lost, but you know,
that happens. But it still was a nice
episode.
DM: Yeah, that one episode
ended with a real kiss
between David and Maddie.
She just grabs David and lays
him out on the desk.
DF: Uh huh!
ALL: (laugh)
DM: And this isn't a dream
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I think that you’re
always waiting for
David and Maddie
to

be

together

because that was
always the magic
of the show.
sequence. So that was interesting.
DF: I think it was the promise of
the happy ending. Maddie finally
realizing how important everyone
is to her. That was a "life is good"
kiss. She was letting David know
how much she appreciates him.
DM: Well, you must have
come back later on in the
fourth season for Tracks Of
My Tears because you are
credited with Kerry Ehrin.
DF: Doing the story.
DM: Yeah, as the story editors
for that episode.
DF: Yes.
DM: That's an interesting
episode
because
Walter
Bishop is introduced in that
episode.
DF: Uh huh!
DM: So can you explain why

the character was written
and maybe why Maddie
married him? Maybe that's
a loaded question.

ten, was the weekend that I was in
labor.

DF: (laughs) Well, actually I
don't know anything about that.
Basically what happened was I,
during that time was pregnant. I
wanted to write this story and
I'm sure you've heard that it
took forever to get story
approval and so forth? Have
you heard all those stories?

DF: So a lot was done that weekend. (giggles)

DM: Well, not story
approvals, but obviously
scripts coming down late.
DF: Right. There were things
happening, yeah. So at this particular time, was Glenn on the show? I
don't think Glenn was on the show
at that point. I think I was working
with Roger (Director), Chic
(Charles Eglee), Jeff (Reno) and
Ron (Osborn).
DM: Uh hmm.

DM: Oh wow!

ALL: Yeah.
DF: I kind of missed out on that.
So I have no idea what happened,
but a cute story to that was when I
went to the hospital to have my
baby, I had taken my Moonlighting
bag. You know, the first year Glenn
gave us these great duffel bags and
it said Moonlighting. So there I was
in labor for 46 hours and all the
nurses wanted to talk about was
Bruce and Cybill.
ALL: (laugh uproariously)
DF: Here I am in pain (screaming
as if in labor) "I don't care! I wasn't
there!"
ALL: (laugh)
DF: And they just wanted all the
inside dirt. Then they'd send more
people in all the time to gossip, you
know?

DF: And we had ideas. We were
working out the story and I gave
them my deadline within my pregnancy, which was
I have to start
writing the script
quickly because
I'm going to have
a baby at a certain point. So I
wasn't able to do
that
script
because they just
kind of prolonged it. As a
matter of fact, the
“Too bad this is only a dream sequence.”: Many
weekend that the fans thought as they saw this Body Heat inspired
script was writ- scene in Tracks Of My Tears.
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JC: Oh, that's funny!
DF: Now it's funny. Then it wasn't funny.
JC: Oh, my God.
DM: No that wasn't funny.
Okay, well in that episode
they also had a parody of
Body Heat.
DF: Yeah.
DM: Were you aware of that
scene? Were you involved in
that idea?
DF: Glenn always loved Body
Heat and he would talk about that
movie a lot. I think he really wanted to have that kind of, no pun
intended, heat going on between
David and Maddie in that relationship. You know, taking the chair
and breaking the glass and walking
through. He always talked about
that from day one.
DM: And there certainly was a
lot of heat between them.
DF: Yeah, yeah.
DM: All right, and how did
you get Pat Boone? Were you
in on that idea? In Maddie's
dream, the real Pat Boone is
replaced as David. She was
dreaming that if David was
the father of her baby, he
would turn into Pat Boone.

details to that
one!
DM: Okay,
let's
just
move right
along then.
DF:
Okay,
Okay. But that
was cute.
DM: Yeah, it
was.
“Well, what do you know? Santa’s Hotline works

DF: (laughs) after all.”: David lays back as Maddie fulfills one of his
Oh well.
Christmas wishes at the end of It’s A Wonderful Job.
DM:
Now
what did you think of the
direction of the show, particularly after Maddie's pregnancy through the fifth season?
DF: You know, I think the show
changed a lot and I was not a part
of it so I don't really know what
was going on. I think that Roger
did some wonderful things. I mean
I think there were some very, very
funny things that he did that
worked, but I think that you're
always waiting for David and
Maddie to be together because that
was always the magic of the show.
That relationship and their dialogue so without that, I think it just
took a different direction.

Wonderful Job. You know what? It
was just so much fun.
DM: And how about some of
the other episodes? Do you
have any favorite episodes
that weren't yours?
DF: There were so many I loved.
I loved the musical. The one when
you find out that David's wife was
a lesbian. I thought that was great.
DM: That was Big Man on
Mulberry Street.
DF: Yeah. I just adored that. I
thought it was wonderful and I also
thought the episode with Dana
Delany.
JC: Knowing Her.

JC: That's right.

DF: Right, right.

DM: So what was your favorite
episode to write out of all of
them that you did?

DM: It was a dream sequence.
In the opening of Tracks of My
Tears, that's how it opened.

DF: Probably the Black and White.

DF: Yes, yes. I can't even remember that. Gosh! I don't remember the

DF: And I also think It's A

JC: Uh hmm.

DF: I thought that was terrific. I
remember talking to Alf Clausen,
the guy who did the music. He was
telling me in that one scene where
Dana's on one side and Cybill's on
the other, how he was playing their
theme" music. You know, Cybill's
theme music, Dana's theme music.
I thought that was just a wonderful
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episode. One that I thought was
real cute was the Rolodex episode.
ALL: Atlas Belched.
DF: Atlas Belched.
JC: With Mark Linn Baker.
DF: Those are great. The
Shakespeare episode (Atomic
Shakespeare). There was one that
Kerry Ehrin wrote that I thought
was adorable, too. I'm trying to
think which one and there were so
many, you know. And I loved the
beginning where the first five
episodes which set the pace. I
thought all of those were just really
great.
DM: Now can you share some
of your favorite memories
working with Glenn, Bruce,
and Cybill? I know you mentioned earlier that you didn't
have much contact with the
actors.

DF: And I think Orson said it.
ALL: (laugh)

DF: That's it, a Pajama party just
for the girls of Moonlighting.

DF: So you're staying up late
working, just talking about the We met him (Orson
characters. You know, Carl and
I had a shower in our office.
Actually, we had two showers Welles) exactly one
and two restrooms because they
knocked down a wall. There week before he died.
were two offices and they made
them into one. We would come Glenn directed Orson
in the morning and the editors
were taking a shower or they
and Glenn was so
were asleep on the couch. They
were working all through the
night. Oh, one memory! Here nervous, he forgot to
we go! This was fun! We had
a "Moonlighting Madness" say “Action.”
party. Just for the women. We
didn't know where we were
going and we couldn't tell our husJC: Was it just for the writers,
bands or loved ones where we were
or were Cybill and Allyce
going. We were just supposed to
there?
meet on the lot at a certain time and
then we were put on a bus. Our
DF: Cybill was not there. Was
loved ones were told to pick us up
Allyce there? I can't remember if
at a particular location Sunday
Allyce was there. Allyce was a lot
morning and it was great. They had
of fun. Allyce was very sweet and
T-shirts made for us. I think Cheryl
she was a lot of fun. When Carl and
Block, who was our assistant, the
I were nominated for the Edgar
writers' assistant, did all of this. We
(Edgar Allan Poe Award for Dream
had baseball caps and everything.
Sequence...) we flew to New York
They took us to a fabulous hotel
and she came with us. It was very
and rented several rooms. We had
sweet. We all spent the weekend
one of those mystery parties. They
together and we had brunch with
had a chiropractor. They had fabuher father. It was terrific. She was
lous food. There was a lingerie
just wonderful and when she had
party. The whole thing was just
her baby, she called me when she
great.
was in labor.

DF: Right. I loved working with
Glenn. I mean it was a great time.
I'm trying to think of . . . we were
working so hard. I remember one
day throwing a surprise birthday
party for Carl on the set when
everyone was gone. I guess it was
lunchtime. Just getting some of the
writers together and some of his
friends. Taking some fabulous pictures on the set. Meeting Imogene
Coca was just a thrill. Oh, meeting
Orson Welles. I mean that was
incredible because we met him
exactly one week before he died.
Glenn directed Orson and Glenn
was so nervous, he forgot to say
"Action."

DF: Yeah, we just stayed up like
all night.

ALL: (laugh)

DM: Like a Pajama party.

DM: It was a girl party.

DM: Have you talked to her
lately? How's she doing?
DF: I have not. I lost contact. We
reached the point where we would
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just send each other Christmas
cards. I have no way of getting in
touch with her.
DM: I know it was reported
she was ill a few years ago.
DF: Yes.
DM: So hopefully she's doing
well.
DF: Oh, hopefully she is doing
well, yeah.
DM: Now Joy would like to ask
you a question.
DF: Okay.
JC: Would you like to see a
reunion, and if so, where do
you think Maddie and David
would be today?
DF: I think it would interesting to
see a reunion, but I think one of the
things that do not work in reunion
shows is that everybody acknowledges that time has passed. They
talk about what they've done,
where they are and what happens is
the magic of why we were watching that show no longer exists
because it just changes the whole
dynamic. So I had thought, what
would be fun would be to open an
episode like we'd open any other
episode. You know, the elevator
door opens. You see Maddie's great
legs. She's walking out. David and
Maddie are in mid-argument and
they walk into the office. They're
arguing and then all of a sudden
Maddie notices a camera in the
office. It's like . . . "Wait a minute.
What are they doing here?"
ALL: (laugh)

DF: And David says, "It's a ratings
ploy. ABC is fourth in the ratings
and they've asked if they could just
come in for sweeps month."
DM: Oh, that's great. That's
cute.
DF: "You know, because it's for
sweeps, the camera's only going to
be here for four weeks. That's it,
and out they go." And Maddie says,
"No, no, no. You know, the camera's been gone for 12 years. We've
been solving cases. You and I have
been getting along. Things have
been great and I think this is only
going to cause problems. Anyway,
it's a no win situation because
everybody's going to be comparing
us now to the way we were then."
So Maddie can just state all the reasons why it wouldn't be good, and
David does his best to talk her into
it and eventually she gives into the
idea. You just do the episode, or
four episodes, as if no time has
passed. You have their relationship's exactly the same. The banter's exactly the same. The office is
the same. The employees, everything, and then you just go right
into a case. You don't even deal
with the passage of time. You
know, it's sort of the conceit that
once the camera isn't there that
they haven't been going into work
every day, but they have been. So
you wouldn't be dealing with a
reunion TV movie, which, of
course, you could never get someone like Bruce Willis to do a TV
Movie. But it would just be kind of
fun to have four episodes.
DM: Well, you know what?
When we spoke to Glenn, he

told us that if he were going
to do it, it would have to be a
motion picture.
DF: Uh huh!
DM: And that's what Bruce
would probably do.
DF: Yeah. I'd love to see that.
DM: He told us that if he had a
great idea, he'd call Bruce and
say, "You got to do it."
DF: Right. See that's the difficult
thing because what I just pitched
out is the gimmick. But then what's
the case? What's the story? What's
the great idea, you know?
DM: Well, we had a great idea
of how they'd be brought
together.
DF: Uh hmm.
JC: My mom . . .
DM: Yeah, Joy's mom actually
had this idea. Go on and tell
her.
JC: Yeah, well as you know,
Maddie's father, he died in
real life.
DM: Robert
actor?

Webber,

the

DF: Yes, yes.
JC: That's one way, yeah.
JC: What if they came together because Maddie's father
passed away and she wrote to
David, and they had to get
together for that. Then
maybe there was a case or
something like that . . .
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DM: And in our interview,
Glenn spoke very highly of
Robert Webber, saying he just
loved working with him. So
we thought that would be a
natural way . . .

DM: So maybe that's something you can talk to Glenn
too about because we asked
him what's going on with the
DVD's and he was going to
look into it. I mean if he needed some writers to sit down
with him to do commentaries
...

DF: Yes.

DF: Oh sure.

DM: To bring them together.

DM: It would be excellent.

JC: This is Joy, and I was 7
years old.

DF: Uh huh! That was another one
of my favorite episodes.

DF: That would be great.

DF: (laughs)

JC: Yeah, because the fans
really want the DVD's.
Everybody loved Bruce and
Glenn's commentary for the
pilot. So if the writers could
do commentaries for the
DVD's, that would just be
wonderful!

PH: This is Pam and I was
older. I was 21.

DF: Oh, that's a beautiful idea.
That's a lovely idea.

DM: Oh, yes.
DF: When her father has the affair.
JC: Every Daughter's Father
is a Virgin.
DF: That was a wonderful episode.

DF: Sure.

why we were watching that
show no longer exists . . .

DF: Yeah. So, how old were you
guys when you first watched
Moonlighting?
CT: Well, this is Christie, and
I was 14 when the pilot came
on ABC.
DF: Ah.

DM: Now the next question
DF: Oh, that would be fabulous!
we're going to ask you is
Oh, that would be wonderful!
about
the
DVD's. We're
JC: Okay.
also
cam- I think one of the things that
DF: Yeah, I
paigning for
the release do not work in reunion can't wait!
of
all
ALL: Yeah
Moonlighting shows is that everybody that's great.
episodes on
DVD.
acknowledges that time DF: I think
you guys are
DF: Uh huh!
has passed. They talk great! I think
you should go
DM: Would
you be inter- about what they’ve done, to Sony, or
Paramount,
ested
in
where
they
are
and
what
or
where's
doing comBruce doing
mentaries on
happens
is
the
magic
of
all
these
some of the
movies?
episodes
you've written?

but that's a start, I guess.

DM: I think
it's
with
Revolution,

DF: Uh huh!
DM: Okay and I was 24. I actually met Bruce, too. I have a
picture of us in the June/July
issue of the fanzine.
DF: I saw that! Well, wait a
minute. At 7 you were watching
Moonlighting?
JC: Yeah, my mom turned it
on and it was the pilot airing
the first night. The first five
minutes it was like, "I don't
want to watch this." Then by
the time Maddie walked into
David's office, I was like,
"Thank you for putting this
on!" I was hooked and it's
always been my favorite
show, always.
DF: That's amazing because I've
pitched movie ideas to executives
and I'll tell them I worked on
Moonlighting, and they say, "Oh, I
heard it was a great show, but I
haven't seen it. It was on past my
bedtime.
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ALL: (laugh)
DF: Oh great. Help! (laughs) Ah,
these people are running the studios today!
DM: Yeah, you would think
they would know a little bit
about classic television and
classic films.

DM: What are you working on
right now?
DF: This is actually a very good
year for me. My partner and I will
have three Christmas movies on
this year.
DM: On television?

DM: Instead they're watching
all this other...
CT: All the reality TV shows.

JC: Oh great.

DM: And MTV. That's what
they're watching.

DF: And then The Man Who Saved
Christmas with Jason Alexander.
That's the story of A. C. Gilbert, the
man who invented the erector set.

DF: (laughs)
JC: Reality TV has taken over
the networks and its poor
writing and poor entertainment. Cheap entertainment.

DM: And what network will
that be on?

DM: So Debra, how about
telling us about some of your
more recent projects.

DM: Hopefully they won't be
putting them on opposite
each other, ABC and CBS?

DF: That will be on CBS.

DF: Okay.

DM: Okay.
DF: And then the one on CBS is
for a more adult audience.
DM: Okay.

DF: For television, three Movies
of the Week. I have Home Alone 4
for ABC. Then Mr. St. Nick with
Kelsey Grammer, and that's also
for ABC.

JC: They don't.

DF: No they won't be because the
two on ABC are geared towards
kids and family.

DF: It takes place during World
War I.
DM: Now is there a genre that
you enjoy writing more than
others?
DF: I love mysteries. I love romantic comedies. I have been doing
some book adaptations. Are you
familiar with After all These Years
by Susan Isaacs?
DM: Yes, I've heard of her,
yes.
DF: I adapted her book After all
These Years, and that was a lot of
fun. It was a murder mystery and I
don't know how much detail to give
you.

Below: Debra shares a table with comedic legend Imogene
Coca (Your Show Of Shows) and Casting Director Karen Vice.
Photo
Photo courtesy
courtesy of
of Debra
Debra Frank.
Frank.

At the end of the
interview see more
exclusive pictures
Ms. Frank has
graciously given
for the fanzine.
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DM: As much as you want to
tell us.
DF: (laughs)
DM: You know, we would like
to promote what you're doing.
DF: So let's see, what else? I adapted the book The Widows Adventures
. . . that was written by Charles
Dickinson. I did Motherhood
Deferred, which is the story of Anne
Taylor Fleming and her story of
infertility. That was very interesting. Then two years ago I had a
Christmas movie out called Santa
Who? with Leslie Nielsen.
DM: Yes, uh hmm.
JC: Oh yes.
DF: I guess I've done a lot of
Christmas movies. Not bad for a
Jewish girl.
ALL: (laugh)
DM: What about
Chanukah Movies?

those

DF: I know! I think Adam Sandler
has a movie coming out called
Eight Crazy Nights.
DM: Well I know he's got that

Chanukah song.
DF: He's got the Chanukah song,
but I guess he's done a movie
because my daughter went to the
movies and saw this and it's like,
"Mom, why didn't you think of it?"
"Why aren't you doing this?" After
Moonlighting actually, I did The
Wonder Years.

DF: I mean wow, what a coup,
wouldn't it be?
ALL: Yes.
DM: The fact that we got this
far is amazing.
DF: I think so.
DM: Yeah.

DM: Yeah, that's a great show.
Loved that show, too.

DF: And then somebody will be
interviewing you guys about this.

JC: I love that show.

JC: We've been at this for
about nine months now.

DF: Yeah, that was a great one.
I've had a very blessed career.

DF: It's amazing.

DM: Well, thank you Debra.
We really appreciate you taking the time to share your
memories with us.

JC: You know, there have
been hard days and there
have been great days, but it's
a labor of love.

DF: Well, thank you, thank you.
I'm very flattered. Thank you very
much. I appreciate everything that
you guys are doing. It's fabulous
and I hope you pull this off!

DF: Yeah.

JC: Thank you so much.

ALL: So do we.
DM: Yeah, that would be
something.
ALL: (laughs)

DM: Thank you again and it
was a pleasure speaking to
you!

CT: Thank you very much.
DF: It was nice talking to you
guys. Bye, bye.
ALL: Bye.
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B E H I N D
AT

T H E

S C E N E S

M O O N L I G H T I N G

Not only has Debra Frank shared her memories, she also has shared
her photos. These pictures are a part of her personal scrapbook. We
here at Moonlighting Strangers thank Ms. Frank for this opportunity to show a side of Moonlighting most have never seen.

Who’s
Who’s that
that mysterious
mysterious man?
man?
Debra takes a picture with Timothy Busfield (from
Thirtysomething) during a softball game. The person in
the background wearing a black hat, sunglasses and shirt
is Bruce Willis.

An Or-Welleian Visit
The writing team (from left to right) Ron Osborn, Debra
Frank, Jeff Reno and Roger Director, stand around
Orson Welles when he came to shoot his famous opening for Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice.

Say “Blue Moon!”
Glenn Gordon Caron and Debra take a much needed
break from the daily grind and take a picture.

Foretelling
Foretelling The
The Future?
Future?
Debra snaps a picture of Bruce Willis on the backlot of the Moonlighting set during the construction
of a building on the upper left. This building will
later be known as the Die Hard building.
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WRITER
Movie / TV Series
"Trapper John, M.D." (1979) TV Series
"Different Strokes" (1980) (TV Series) Wrote with
writing partner Scott Rubenstein. Episodes include:
Substitute Mother - #54; Growing Up - #73; The Older
Woman - #105
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WHAT IS THE
EDGAR ALLAN POE AWARD?
Founded in 1945, the Mystery Writers of America is
the preeminent American organization of mystery
writers. Each year in April, the MWA bestows the
coveted Edgar Allan Poe Awards for Achievement in
various categories. Although the awards criteria
have remained sensitive to changing conditions over
passing years, in general terms the criteria are these:

"9 to 5" (1982) (TV Series) Wrote The China Sin-Drome
episode with Scott Rubenstein.

An Edgar is for the best work in various categories of
the mystery field involving writing.

"Benson" (1983) (TV Series) Wrote Embarrassing
Moments episode with Scott Rubenstein.

A Raven is for the best work in a field of the mystery
NOT involving writing.

"Moonlighting" (1986) (TV Series) Episodes
include: The Dream Sequence Always Rings
Twice (w/Carl Sautter); Somewhere Under The
Rainbow (w/Carl Sautter); It’s A Wonderful Job
(w/Carl Sautter); North By North Dipesto
(w/Carl Sautter); Sleep Talkin’ Guy (w/Carl
Sautter); Story Editor with Kerry Ehrin for
Tracks Of My Tears

A Scroll is recognition for being a nominee.
The Grand Master Award is recognition for important
contributions to the mystery genre over time, as well
as a significant output of consistently high quality.
The Ellery Queen Award is given to writing teams and
also to outstanding people in the mystery publishing
industry.
For more information, go to www.mysterynet.com

"The Wonder Years" (1990) (TV Series) Wrote The
Family Car with Jack Weinstein
"Santa Who?" (2000) (TV Movie)

Photo courtesy of Debra Frank

"Home Alone 4" (2002) (TV Movie)
"Mr. St. Nick" (2002) (TV Movie)
"The Man Who Saved Christmas" (2002) (TV Movie)

Sources courtesy of: IMDB.com and tvtome.com.

AWA R D N O M I N AT I O N S
Emmy Awards: Outstanding Writing - Drama Series (1986)
Moonlighting - The Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice

Carl and Debra with an unidentified writer (center) at
the Edgar Awards. Allyce Beasley sits next to Debra’s
husband, Mark.

Edgar Awards: Best Television Episode (1986)
The Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice
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It’s time, once again, for the fans to speak. This
time, we are directing our gratitude to one half of a
great writing team who weren’t afraid to see things
in Black and White.
Dear Ms. Frank,

Dear Debra Frank,

Thank you for doing the wonderful
interview for the fanzine. It was a
pleasure for me to participate in it.
All the episodes that you wrote for
Moonlighting were fantastic
because they explored Maddie and
David's relationship so well. I
loved how The Dream Sequence
Always Rings Twice used dreams to
let the fans see them do things they
never would have done in their real
relationship and still keep the
"tease" going between them. I also
loved how Maddie's dream in It's A
Wonderful Job allowed her to see
that she might have deeper feelings
for David than she realized. And in
Sleep Talkin' Guy, I think they both
came away appreciating each other
more. I don't want to forget North
by North Dipesto because, not only
is it a sweet episode about Agnes, it
also has one of my favorite David
and Maddie scenes from any Agnes
episode when David says that
going to the banquet will "give us a
chance to fight in public." What a
great line! I've enjoyed all your
episodes over the years. Thank you
so much for the great interview.

I'd like to thank you for taking time
out to talk to the Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign staff. It's wonderful to hear what a writer of
Moonlighting has to say. I have to
say, I absolutely love your work
and I thank you for sharing it and
your time with us Moonlighting
fans.

Pam Hardin
Herndon, VA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sincerely,
Heather Clemens
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Debra Frank,
One of my favorite Moonlighting
episodes you wrote is The Dream
Sequence Always Rings Twice,
which highlights the exceptional
acting capabilities of Cybill
Shepherd and Bruce Willis. Your
idea for a Moonlighting Reunion is
simple and brilliant at the same
time – to my mind, you found the
perfect continuation for Maddie
and David and should forward it to
Glenn Caron as soon as possible.
Keep on entertaining us with your
interesting stories!
Monika
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Well, Dream Sequence... is my all-

time favorite episode, so this is an
easy episode. Years ago, I had
never seen anything like it on TV.
And as I've gotten older, I see the
nuances that made it brilliant. In
this episode, I see the fate of
Maddie and David, even though
they never kill each other. Through
their immense attraction towards
one another, they can't get passed
their insecurities. They both think
they will be used and seduced by
the other. I think David is a far better man than Zach, and Maddie is a
far better woman than Rita, but
still, they are both a combination of
the characters in the first and second dreams.
Having said that, I always loved
Sleep Talkin’ Guy because I felt it
was about Bruce's new fame and
how he slowly slipped passed
Cybill. I also thought it was a
strong episode about friendship
and how the character of David
was never the sex-crazed womanizer he pretended to be. David
Addison, in my opinion, was never
the sexist that the media painted
him to be...
North By North DiPesto is a great
episode, not just a great Agnes
episode. It's really funny and
allows the audience to finally fall
in love with Agnes. It didn't feel
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like a filler episode...

magnificent job!

As for It's A Wonderful Job, a very
good episode, but not one of my
favorites. I thought it was one of
the first episodes to really make
Maddie look unkind. She was a
workaholic, but a kind person. I
thought when McGillicuddy quits,
she was just painted too harsh and
the episode never redeems her.
Why not an episode showing
where David would be without
Maddie? And does anyone apologize to Maddie when they find out
her aunt died???

Kelli

Anyway, those are my thoughts.
What a great group of episodes to
be under someone's belt!
Darla
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I love It's A Wonderful Job. I started a tradition last year that I watch
this episode on Christmas. It is a
very big episode for Maddie. After
this, selling the agency, being without her friends, neglecting family,
and not pursuing David is not an
option. She realizes how much of
an effect she has on people's lives.
They may have became successful
without her, but they were definitely not happy. My favorite part was
the whole Christmas party scene. I
can't even put it into words how
much that scene means to me. I
love Maddie's face when she realizes that it's Cheryl Tiegs and not
her that will marry David. I also
love David and Richie's talk outside with Maddie looking at David
as he talked about her. Wow, I
could go one forever about this
episode. Debra and Carl did a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
North by North... is my fave. A
great ep, even though Maddie and
David are hardly in it! I love this
episode because it has such a
Cinderella feel to it. Agnes never
has any excitement. Working day
in, day out at the office and then
she gets to dress up and meets the
man of her dreams! I love how
Maddie plays fairy godmother; the
scary part where someone's chasing Agnes; the scene where she's at
the ball and Barry Manilow's
Could It Be Magic is playing; the
scene at the hotel with the blond
guy and the truth serum; the last
scene with the laundry bags. I love
the whole ep! Sleep Talkin' Guy is
my second choice for how it shows
us David's ego.
Gena
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Just read the preview of this interview. . . . I think her ideas for a
reunion episode are fantastic! I
hope GGC gets to take a gander at
that one. . . . that would be the best
way to handle a potential reunion
and a refreshing change from the
way other shows try to handle it.
Of all your episodes, it's way too
difficult to pick a favorite, they're
all good and each one has some
quality about it that I love, but I
will rank them instead:
#1) Of course, this is easy: The
Dream Sequence Always Rings
Twice because it is so unique and
clever. There are so many layers of

wonderful things happening in this
episode that it HAS to be #1. The
battle of the sexes as played by
Maddie and David, which develop
into the battle being played out
from each character's perspective
in a dream . . . but not just any
dream . . . a highly stylized, musical, period piece that humorously
satirizes relationships, the film noir
detective genre, MGM musicals,
and the eternal battle of the
sexes....all centered cleverly on a
40 year old, unsolved mystery.
Brilliant!!
#2) Sleep Talkin' Guy.
This
episode gets overlooked many
times, but it is one of my guilty
pleasures. It is definitely a send-up
of Bruce's growing celebrity at the
time, but more importantly, it's a
wonderful episode for the development of David's character. . . . and
in some ways, Maddie too. The
audience gets to see that there is
more to David than the glib, trashtalking, wolfhound exterior that he
presents to the world. We also see
Maddie privately reconsider her
attitudes towards David . . . but we
all know, that humorously changes
in the end and unfortunately, for
our heroes, neither one gets to see
those private moments that might
change their heart . . . but that's all
part of the plan anyway.
#3) It's A Wonderful Job. Although
this film has been parodied to death
by every two-bit series that needed
to come up with a holiday episode,
I believe Moonlighting did a fairly
decent job on this one. Maddie's
character grows by leaps and
bounds in this one with the assistance of her guardian angel. It's too
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bad that there was never an opportunity to continue that direction
with her character. Great humor
and a good holiday treat.
#4) North by North DiPesto. This
one is fun and I love to see Maddie
and Agnes dropping their employer/employee facades and enjoying
some girl-time while Maddie helps
Agnes get gussied up for the ball.
Although "Cinderella" doesn't keep
her prince in this one, it's nice to
see Agnes, the girl with the rosecolored gray matter, out from
behind the reception desk. I love
her innocence and cock-eyed perspective of the world.
Thanks to Debra and Carl for creating these wonderful stories.
-Vicki :0)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Debra,
Thank you so much for sharing
with the fans some surprising
details that went into writing some
of the most acclaimed episodes of
Moonlighting. My two favorites
are The Dream Sequence Always
Rings Twice and Sleep Talkin' Guy.
I never would have guessed that
you and Carl Sautter would have
had so much resistance pitching the
premise of Dream Sequence . . . to
various other television shows. But
as we all now know, it was fate that
you and Carl were supposed to
write
it
for
Glenn
and
Moonlighting.
The episode
received much critical praise and
became a classic. So much for all
those industry "experts."

Cont’d

I thought Sleep Talkin' Guy was
one of the funniest episodes of the
series. Just to name one of the funnier moments . . . I just loved how
David comes into Maddie's office
singing "Happy Anniversary" in
celebration of working together for
one year. He's all happy, breaking
out the champagne, turning on the
Addison charm – all a prelude for
asking for a raise. When they each
write down on a piece of paper
what each think is the appropriate
increase, they totally disagree
(what a surprise).
I must also add that I do love the
opening of Somewhere Under the
Rainbow where Maddie and David
discuss art. When she announces
that she is going to the museum to
see an exhibit on Gaugin, David
replies "Gaugin? He's the guy who
duked it out with Godzilla, right?"
The other priceless line is "Nudes,
right, nakes (naked) have staples in
them."
I can go on and on.
Diana Maiocco
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Ms. Frank,
I want to thank you for taking the
time to talk with us. I loved every
moment of your interview it was so
great. My favorite episodes you
wrote are It's A Wonderful Job and
The Dream Sequence Always Rings
Twice. These episodes are both
masterpieces and can stand by
themselves. My favorite moment
in It's A Wonderful Job is when
Maddie is out on the patio of her
home. She is listening to David

talk about how much she means to
him even after only having spent
very little time with her. I think it
is one of the most romantic
moments of the whole series. My
favorite moment in Dream
Sequence . . . is when Maddie is
singing Blue Moon and is smiling
right at David. The double meaning of the song is so brilliant and so
was the rest of that magnificent
episode. I loved all your other
episodes as well: Sleep Talkin’
Guy, Somewhere under The
Rainbow, North By North Dipesto,
and Tracks Of My Tears. I thank
you and Mr. Sautter for these wonderful episodes you brought us and
we still treasure.
Sincerely
Joy Chodan
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Debra Frank,
I want to thank you for writing
some of the most memorable television episodes I've ever seen. I can
still remember when I first saw
Orson Welles explaining what is
going to happen during the
episode. When he said my TV
screen will change to black and
white, I couldn't wait to see it. I
found it pretty interesting because
black and white movies were being
colorized and I was seeing an
episode that's going to strip all of
its color.
When Zack kissed Rita in Maddie's
dream for the first time, I remember thinking, "Why couldn't this
happen to them for real?" I liked
David's dream the best. It's steamier
and it's very funny. It really captured
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his personality. It also let us see
Maddie in a different way. Cybill
should have won the Emmy based
on this episode alone! I loved when
she performed, I Told Ya I Love Ya,
Now Get Out. Rita behaved in a way
us fans wished Maddie would act,
especially to David, once in a while.
Dream Sequence . . . was a great
platform to show Maddie and
David's passion and fears for one
another without either of them
knowing about it.
Another great episode is It's A
Wonderful Job. One of the best
scenes for me is when Albert takes
Maddie and they check up to see
how Agnes is doing. Maddie realizes Agnes is acting like her. Then,
when Maddie sees how Agnes is
treating Bert, she exclaimed to
Agnes that she and Bert love each
other, they just don't know it yet and
urges Agnes to tell Bert that she
loves him. It's almost as if Maddie is

Cont’d

saying, "Don't make the same mistake I did with David."
Another great scene is when Albert
takes Maddie to her house and finds
out she sold it to David. I loved her
reaction when she sees David's
fiancee is Cheryl Tiegs, not her. I
also loved when David told Richie
how much he admired Maddie and
felt she had warmth, she was very
touched. It showed how much of an
impact she had on him after meeting
him the first time. Yes, he did go on
with his plans to marry Cheryl
Tiegs, but for some reason, I believe
Cheryl was a substitute for the
woman he really wanted, Maddie,
of course.
I also enjoyed Somewhere Under
The Rainbow very much. I thought
it was great to have a story based on
a person who thought she was a
Leprechaun. It not the usual storyline for a television show. It was a

CHECK OUT THE
M L FA N L I S T I N G !
Adina has created a
Moonlighting fan listing site for
everyone to enjoy. Variety truly
is the spice of life and we urge
people to join!

http://mlfans.cjb.net

great way to introduce David's
openness to what is unexplained
and Maddie's skepticism of anything without seeing concrete evidence. This episode served as a prelude to their discussion about believing in God (In God We Strongly
Suspect).
I truly appreciate your and Carl
Sautter's ability to bring Maddie and
David to life through these magnificent episodes. Thank you for helping to make Moonlighting great.
Sincerely,
Christie Taylor
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Ms. Frank,
Thanks a lot for doing this nice
interview! I love the episodes you
wrote - great storylines and great
writers for the best series ever!
Karin

Read
Moonlighting
Strangers.
We don’t dwell on the past.
We create in the present
to make things happen for
the future.
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On Wednesday, November 20, Sal and I had
the exciting opportunity to meet recording legend Al Jarreau after his amazing concert at the
Performing Arts Center in Purchase, NY. He
resumed his tour to promote his new CD All I
Got after recuperating from back surgery. But
before I tell you about our backstage visit, let
me tell you about the concert.
The concert was great! Neither one of us has
ever seen Al perform live before, but let me tell
you it is no surprise why Al's career is still
going strong after 25 years. He is the consummate performer who gave the audience "all he's
got" and more! We were wowed by his positive
energy, warmth and love. He was also very
funny. For example, there was a group of people who were ushered to their seats after the
concert started and Al apologized to them for
starting on time. That got a big laugh from the
audience. Al and his band connected with the
audience and connected with each other. The
band was jamming and the crowd was captivated! After performing for almost two hours, he
continued to give by signing programs and CD's
for a large group of fans that converged in the
front row. He didn't leave the stage until he
greeted and signed for each fan.
Meanwhile, Sal and I went backstage with a
small group of "VIP's" and waited for Al. There
was a buzz and everyone was excited. There
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was a couple who made sure that their digital camera
would work so they can capture their moment with
Al. About 30 minutes later, Al sauntered backstage
followed by his assistant, Coyote. A bunch of wellwishers immediately surrounded Al, but Sal and I
decided to hang back at first. Al knew some of the
people who were waiting for him but he gave everyone his full attention. When it was my turn, I
grabbed his hand and introduced myself. He started
laughing as he told everyone how I interviewed him
from his hospital bed. Coyote's and another guest's
eyes lit up and each said, almost in unison, "Yeah, I
read your interview!" I told Al that his interview was
getting great feedback and he will be able to read his
fan messages when we forward the fanzine to him.
Al then began to tell everyone how Moonlighting
Strangers was trying to get a Moonlighting reunion
movie made. I then told Al that maybe Glenn would
write a part for him. He started to laugh and affectionately called us "Moonies". Coincidentally,
Coyote is also a big Moonlighting fan. He began to
test me on Moonlighting trivia and we had a few
laughs because I knew my stuff.
Before our visit ended, I asked Al if he could pose
for a few photos. He happily obliged and was very
playful, as you can see. What else can I say, these
pictures are proof that Al Jarreau is a man of great
love and spirit. He really enjoys connecting with his
fans, whether they're in the audience or standing right
next to him.
Thank you Al Jarreau for making our night with
you one we won't forget!
At Right: These are the ticket stubs Sal and Diana
obtained for Al’s Westchester concert. They also brought
along an article about the show and Al signed it for them.

All Pictures courtesy of Sal and Diana.
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Sal also had the opportunity to get an autograph and take some pictures.

AUTOGRAPHS, AUTOGRAPHS
AN D M ORE AUTO G R A PH S!
Sal and Diana brought along a CD of his new release, All I Got. He generously signed his name
on the CD jacket and the CD itself.
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CONSENT

By Pam Hardin
PART 2
ACT III
Maddie's office door is open so
David comes right in abruptly.
Maddie (looks up at him): About
time you got back. Kind of early
for a liquid lunch, isn't it?
David: As a matter of fact, I didn't
have lunch. It just so happens that I
was at the library.
Maddie: Since when do you read?
David: There's all kinds of things
you don't know about me. But let's
save that for after hours. I was
looking up some information on
your clients, the Mecklins. I just
figured it might help to see if we
could dig up any dirt that might
move this thing along.
Maddie: My clients?
David: Well, you sure as hell have
a lot more in common with them
than I do. It turns out we are in the
highest echelon of the high society
here. We're talking country clubs,
yachts, and coming out parties, and
I don't mean out of the closet.
Maddie (sarcastically): No kidding?
David: Yeah! Guys named Skippy
and Biff. Girls who've never been
called anything except Princess.
I'm sure you know the type.
Maddie: Oh, you're sure, are you?
Did you learn anything else?

David: Only that Mr. and Mrs.
Mecklin have had their share of
mentions, sometimes even more
than a mention.
Maddie: So? Just because you're
in the paper a lot doesn't mean anything.

Girls who've

never

Stuart Mecklin. It was a short
announcement with little detail and
no picture. Maddie noted at the
wedding date: February 9, 1977,
twenty-five years ago.
David: What's that?
Maddie: Just the wedding
announcement of Stuart and Grace
Mecklin. Mm. No picture.

been called anything

David: Oh. Anything else catch
your eye?

except

I’m

Maddie: Did you see their engagement announcement?

sure you know the type.

David: No, but I can't say I was
really looking for it. I guess I don't
know the etiquette up there in the
high stratus sphere of society.
Why?

Princess.

David (shrugs, opening an envelope and spreading the contents on
her desk): Here are some copies of
their "mentions." But, I'd be more
interested in their "unmentionables." That's usually where you
get to the meat and potatoes.
There was a pile of newspaper articles from the society pages of several papers dating back over 30
years. The articles covered the
Mecklins' appearances at charity
events, business occasions, as well
as other important events in the
family history through the years.
Maddie leafed through them, and
one caught her eye.
GRACE LEWIS WEDS IN PRIVATE CEREMONY
The article announced the marriage
of the former Grace Lewis to Mr.

Maddie (looking through the
papers): Nothing. It's just that most
families like this will announce an
engagement before they announce
a marriage. That's all. I don't see it
here.
David: Is that some sort of etiquette faux pas? Oh dear, call Miss
Manners!!
Maddie: David, how old would
you guess that Laurie is?
David: Anything over eighteen
looks the same to me. But if I had
to wager, I'd probably say about 25.
Why?
Maddie (ponders over the newspaper clipping): I'd say that's a good
guess. You didn't happen to see her
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birth announcement in this pile, did
you?
David: No. But speaking of meat
and potatoes, what do you say we
wade through all this over lunch?
Don't want junior to go hungry.
Come on.
Maddie: Might as well. But, you
know, David, you may have
swerved into something here.
Sometimes it's what's not in the
paper that's more important than
what is.
Scene moves to later that afternoon
in David's Office. David has his
feet up on the desk, looking at the
paper. His glances alternate
between his watch and the phone.
Maddie (walking in the open door):
You haven't heard anything either?
David: Nope. We could go to Plan B.
Maddie: Which is?
David: Kidnap her.
Maddie (not amused and still
glancing at the clippings): That's
not funny. (Pause) Well, the former
Grace Lewis' family certainly was
very prominent. Very active socially and very wealthy. They set up
college scholarships, made endowments to libraries, and attended all
the major social events.
David: At least every one with a
photographer or a reporter present.
Maddie: Funny, there was nothing
about Stuart Mecklin's family.
Pause.
Maddie: Well, what's the worst
that could happen? So they don't

get together. So she misses her
mother's birthday. And we don't get
our fee. Big deal. At least we've
only wasted a day, right?

yesterday afternoon off, remember? I need to get caught up, or I'll
be working the whole time my parents are here.

David (trying to sound convinced):
Right, big deal.

Maddie (pauses and then begins
hesitantly): David, I've been thinking, and maybe it's not such a good
idea for us to get together with my
parents while they're here.

Maddie (sighs): Oh, David. It is a
big deal. My heart aches for this
girl. She feels alone, outcast, no
one to turn to. I know just how she
feels.
David: You do?
Maddie: I do. David, it's a terrible
thing to feel like a disappointment.
To not measure up.
David: What you are talking
about? You heard her father. They
want to see her.
Maddie: Even if she has the best
parents in the world, that doesn't
change how she feels. Maybe they
don't know their daughter as well
as they think they do. (Looking at
her watch) Maybe we should just
call Mr. Mecklin now, and prepare
him.
David (sensing that Maddie is taking this case to heart): No, I think
you were right. Let's wait a little
while . . . Hey, what do say we take
the rest of the afternoon off? Agnes
can reach us at your house. It
would give you a chance to get
ready for your parents. And since
we haven't "conferred" for almost
eight hours, we could retire to your
bedroom this time. There's not
much going on here.
Maddie: Not much except paperwork, billing, updating client files,
returning phone messages. I took

David (disappointed): You're still
ashamed of us, aren't you?
Maddie: It's not that. I just don't
think I'm ready. (pauses again)
Look, just forget it, ok?
David (shaking his
Whatever you want.

head):

Agnes buzzes the phone in David's
office. Maddie and David both
jump.
David (into the phone): Yo!
Agnes: M . . . Mecklin is here to
see you.
Maddie: Did you say Mr. or Miss
Mecklin?
Agnes: Mrs.
Maddie and David look at each
other.
Maddie: Send her into Mr.
Addison's office.
Agnes: Right away, Ms. Hayes.
Agnes escorts Mrs. Grace Mecklin
into the office. Maddie and David
sit comfortably on the couch. Mrs.
Mecklin sits rather stiffly in the
chair opposite them. She is an
attractive woman, probably in her
early fifties. She is cordial, and yet
Maddie recognizes her formal
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manner from her days growing up
in the upper class of society.
Maddie: Hello, Mrs. Mecklin. I'm
Madolyn Hayes and this is my partner, David Addison.
Grace (hardly acknowledging
David): Hello. Yes, I certainly
know you, Miss Hayes. In fact, I
know a great deal about you. (looking Maddie up and down)
Although, I admit that I don't
always stay abreast of the latest
events.
Grace continues (closing her eyes
to think): Now let me see, a very
distinguished
family,
from
Chicago, if I'm not mistaken. A
very successful modeling career.
The Blue Moon Shampoo Girl. And
now quite the entrepreneur, I see.
(glancing at David) Yes, I understand the two of you have teamed
up for some "joint" ventures.
You've been very prominent over
the years, Miss Hayes. It is still
Miss Hayes, is it not?
Maddie understands this to be a
direct reference to her pregnancy.
Maddie: Actually, it's Ms.
Grace: Ms. Of course. Yes, I also
got acquainted with both your parents while they were in Los
Angeles for some charity events,
although I haven't seen them in a
number of years. As I remember,
your father is a respected business
leader. Your mother is quite
involved in her own charity work.
In fact, she headed up several committees that I was on for under
privileged children. And your
father's company donated a substantial amount of time and money

to the effort. Lovely people.
Maddie: Thank you, Mrs. Mecklin.
Grace: I trust your parents are
well. I imagine they were quite
taken by your new partnership.
(Grace glances at David again)
Maddie (unsure how to take that
remark): Yes. They are very happy
with our success. I'm very fortunate
that my parents have always been
very supportive. (Maddie feels her
mind start to wander) They've been
just wonderful.
Grace: I know they must be very
proud of all of your accomplishments. I certainly wish you and . . .
Mr. Addison, was it? Well, I wish
you both much success in all of
your new endeavors, both in business and otherwise.
David tries to give Maddie a reassuring look, but resents Mrs.
Mecklin's oblique references to
their relationship. He is even more
bothered by her comments about
Maddie's parents, especially with
their impending visit already
weighing on Maddie.
David (trying to re-direct this awkward conversation): Mrs. Mecklin,
how may we be of help to you?

your background, I was sure you
would understand my concern for
my daughter. My husband, on the
other hand, came to you simply
because you are a woman. And
being a woman, he believed that
you would relish in reuniting a
family.
Grace continues: My husband is
willing to overlook Laurie's . . .
unfortunate choices.
Maddie: What choices are you
referring to?
Grace: I'm certain that you have
met with her by now. Therefore,
you are certainly aware that Laurie
is pregnant.
Maddie does not respond.
Grace: Yes. It is quite a coincidence, isn't it Ms. Hayes? You and
Laurie have a great deal in common. More than I initially realized.
Each of you the only daughter in an
affluent family. And each expecting a child.
Again, Maddie does not respond.
David casually reaches down for
her hand, trying not to call attention to the gesture.

Maddie: Mrs. Mecklin, I'm sure
you also understand that we can't
discuss our cases or clients with
anyone.

Grace continues: Please don't misunderstand me. I'm just concerned
about my daughter. I'm here simply
to ask you to use your influence
with her to convince her to leave
this man with whom she is
involved, and return to our home.
In exchange, we would be able to
provide a stable and financially
secure life for her and her child.

Grace: Nevertheless, I came to see
you, Ms. Hayes, because, given

David: Forgive me, Mrs. Mecklin,
but we're not negotiating a peace

Grace: I understand that my husband came to you this morning
about our daughter, Laurie.
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treaty here. Isn't Laurie old enough
to live her own life without having
her parents' approval?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Grace: Ms. Hayes. Mr. Addison.
You may not understand or agree
with my motives. But I only have
Laurie's best interests at heart. It's
not that I have anything against the
young man. It's just that she should
be in her home, with us. We love
her. We can take care of her and her
child. And after a respectable
length of time has passed, we can
introduce her to the kind of people,
the kind of young men, who would
be more . . . appropriate for her.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Maddie: Mrs. Mecklin, I'm not
sure that Laurie would consider . . .
Mr. Mecklin asked to try to arrange
a reconciliation, and that's what
we're trying to do. However, I have
to tell you, Mrs. Mecklin, that I
think you're making a mistake.
Grace (stands abruptly): Ms.
Hayes, I am only asking you to talk
to her for me. I would love nothing
more than to have her back.
Despite her unfortunate choices,
she's still my only daughter. I miss
her. Please talk it over, and let me
know what you decide. Please give
your parents my best regards. Good
day, Ms. Hayes. Mr. Addison.

If you love each other
as much as you say,
and they love you as
much as they say, isn't
worth a try?

COMMERCIAL BREAK

ACT IV
Scene begins back in Laurie's
apartment. Maddie and David are
sitting on the couch in Laurie's living room for the second time that
day.
Maddie: Thank you for seeing us
again. Your mother came to our
office a little while ago. She asked
to talk to you. She'd also like to see
you . . . (Maddie doesn't know how
to continue)
Laurie: But . . .

tence, David just looks at her. But
its meaning doesn't register with
Maddie.
Laurie (sadly): Thank you, Ms.
Hayes. But, will you please inform
my mother that I won't consider her
"offer" and please tell my father
that I'm sorry.
With that, Maddie and David leave.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It is now very late in the afternoon.
Maddie is sitting at her desk, staring into space. David knocks on
her door.
Maddie: Come in.
David: Well?
Maddie: Well?

David: Laurie, your mother wants
you to break off all ties with your .
. . with Jamie.
Laurie: She's not serious.
Maddie: She sounded serious.
Laurie, we understand your reaction, and I can't say that I blame
you. But we were obliged to our
client . . . our clients, your parents,
to bring the offer to you.
Laurie: I know you're only doing
your job. But they can't expect me
to take this seriously, can they?
Maddie: Laurie, maybe your mother is just concerned about you. If this
is the way you feel, maybe you
should just talk to her and your dad
about it. Tell them what you told us.
If you love each other as much as
you say, and they love you as much
as they say, isn't it worth a try?
As Maddie finishes the last sen-

David (disgusted): You want to call
Stuart Mecklin now? (shakes his
head) Should've figured. Whenever
someone offers to pay you double,
there's got to be a catch. There's no
such thing as a free lunch.
Maddie: You have to admire her,
David. She's standing up to her parents. Living her own life regardless
of anyone else thinks. Trying to do
the right thing.
Before David can point out the
irony, the phone rings.
Maddie: Yes, Agnes? She is?
Thank you.
Maddie (to David): Mr. Mecklin is
on the line.
Maddie (picks up the other line):
Yes, Mr. Mecklin. She did? You
would? Yes. I'm sure we can find it.
We'll be right there. Good-bye.
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Maddie (to David): It looks like
we won't have to call Mr. Mecklin
after all. He and Mrs. Mecklin want
to see us right away.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Scene switches to the Beamer.
David is driving again.

Then I saw the two
of you, the way

David: I wish we'd never taken this
case.

you

Maddie: What happened to easy
dough? Happy ending?

interact

in

your work, and the

David: I'd rather see you happy.

way you look at

Maddie just looks out the window.

Maddie: Isn't it my turn to drive?
David: Just take it easy and look at
the scenery.

one another.

Maddie: So, what are we going to
say?
Maddie: Guilt, I guess.
David: I don't think we say anything. They called us. Maybe
somebody had a change of heart.
With any luck, we just listen, smile,
and pick up our check.
Maddie: And if they didn't have a
change of heart?
David: Look, I love a happy ending as much as the next guy. But
Laurie might be better off without
them. Mrs. Mecklin has her nose so
far up in air, the giraffes are nuzzling it.
Maddie: They're still her parents.
They raise you. They hope for you.
Dream with you. And then you
grow up, and you don't measure up
to . . . It's just sad.
David (more gently): Are we talking about Laurie or you, Madolyn
Hayes?
Maddie (looking down): Maybe a
little of both.
David: Maddie, something's been
bothering you since you found out
your parents are coming. What is
it?

was in Chicago. Maybe I just wish
I had the courage that Laurie has.

David: You are ashamed of us!
Maddie: No. I'm ashamed of me. I
couldn't believe what I heard
myself saying to Mrs. Mecklin
today. I just wish that I believed
what I said to her today was true.
David: What you talking about?
Maddie: They've been so good to
me, David. You know, they were so
proud when I was modeling. Their
daughter had made it. Then the bottom fell out. But they stuck with
me. And they were proud again
when we made a go of the business. So what do I do? I pop in on
them one day, with no notice, tell
them I'm pregnant, and stay for 4
months. Not married, and not sure
who the father is. And then I leave
again just as suddenly as I came.
David: They've been pretty cool
about everything, haven't they?
Maddie: They've been great. But
I've put them through a lot this
year. Maybe that's why I just couldn't tell them about Walter. I didn't
tell them much of anything while I

Maddie: We shouldn't even be
involved in this, David. It's a private, family matter.
David: Psychiatrists make a fortune being involved in family matters every day, Maddie. Why
arrange your own party when you
got the dough to have it catered?
Maddie doesn't respond.
David: Look, this is nothing like
you and your parents, okay? Let's
just get in, and get out.
They pull up in front of a large
opulent home, walk up a brick
walkway lined with flowers. They
ring the bell, and a maid escorts
them in.
Mr. Mecklin greets them warmly
and invites to sit down.
Stuart: Ms. Hayes. Mr. Addison.
Thank you for coming. I have to
apologize for bringing you both
into this situation. It must seem
rather unusual to you. I know that
my wife was in your office earlier
today. And now we feel it's time
that we talk to you both together.
Grace Mecklin enters the room and
you earlier, Ms Hayes, I do know a
great deal about you. However,
most of what I know comes from
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the newspaper. So, I suppose I
don't really know you at all, do I?
Maddie and David just listen
silently.

Stubborn,

hard

headed. A hell of a
lot of work. But,
you're definitely
worth the effort.
Grace continues: But, I certainly
do remember your parents. They
were charming people. Very warm
and engaging. Kind. And I know
they love you a great deal. I listened to you, and thought about
what you said about how supportive they've been. I know that must
mean a great deal to you. I admire
the relationship you have with
them.
She pauses briefly, looking at
David and then Maddie again.
Grace continues: Then I saw the
two of you, the way you interact in
your work, and the way you look at
one another. You're probably not
even aware of it. The looks. The
gestures. (She smiles) Maybe that's
what impending parenthood does
to two people. It some indescribable way, it almost reminds me of
Stuart and me when we were
young.

Maddie (just looks at her, almost
stunned): Mrs. Mecklin, forgive
me, but you hardly saw us together.
Grace (looking at Stuart): Yes, but
even in that short time, it was very
obvious. Stuart and I have had
that. And if that's what Laurie
believes she has found, that's for
her to decide. So, when I got home
from seeing you, Stuart and I
called her. (She tears up) I'm just
sorry that we thought we needed
private detectives to do what we
should have done some time ago.
We talked for the first time in a
long time. I asked for her forgiveness. And, the four of us are having dinner tomorrow.
David (smiling): We're happy to
hear that. Congratulations, Mrs.
Mecklin.
Stuart: Isn't it wonderful? When I
came into your office first thing
this morning, this was just a dream.
I can't tell you what you both have
done for us. Thank you so much.
Grace: Yes. It's quite a birthday
present. Thank you. (She stands
and extends her hand to David and
then to Maddie)
David: All in a day's work.
Maddie is still stunned, has not said
a word. She mindlessly reaches her
hand out to meet Mrs. Mecklin's.
Stuart hands a check to Maddie,
but she doesn't reach for it, so
David accepts it from Mr. Mecklin.
David: Thank you, sir. And now,
we really should be going.
Maddie (almost absent-mindedly):
Yes, we should. Congratulations.

The Mecklins escort Maddie and
David to the door.
As they leave, Grace leans into
Maddie and whispers with a smile:
Send me a wedding announcement.
Maddie just smiles.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Back in the Beamer. David is driving again. They drive away from
the Mecklin home down a long,
secluded road out to the main
street. The sun is slowly starting to
set, and the view is beautiful.
David: You okay? You were a little
quiet in there.
Maddie: Fine. Just a little stunned.
David: It was quite a day's work, wasn't it? Want to go get some dinner?
Maddie: David, will you pull
over?
David: Why?
Maddie: Just pull up there by
those trees for a minute.
David pulls over and stops the car.
They look out at the setting sun,
outlined by the trees all around
them. He just waits for Maddie to
speak.
Maddie: It's beautiful here, isn't it?
David (unsure): Yeah. It is.
Maddie: David, maybe I do
believe in fate. Maybe it wasn't any
accident that this case came up
today, of all days. Or maybe it's just
the romantic sunset.
David: What are you saying?
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Maddie (pausing for a moment
then looking directly at him): I'm
saying that I love you, David. I
think maybe I've always loved you.
And, well, I've never done this
before, but I'm saying, will you
marry me?
David (smiles, shocked): Are you
serious? Isn't this a little spontaneous, even for you?
Maddie (laughs): Yeah. Well, I'm
just like that, I guess. I meet some
guy, go into business with him,
string him along awhile, and "BaBing!" three and a half years later,
ask him to marry me . . . Real spontaneous, eh?
David (smirks): Are you sure that's
what you want?

pretty terrific son-in-law.

marry you.

David: You think so.

Maddie (smiles): You did?

Maddie: Yeah, I do.

David: I did. And I hope you'll be
happy to know that I think he
approves. We just knew it might
take you a little longer to come
around.

David: Maddie, I really don't think
you need to worry about what your
parents are going to say. I really
think it's going to be okay.
Maddie: I'm not worried. I just
hope they're happy for us.
David: I have feeling they will be.

David: Stubborn. Hard headed. A
hell of a lot of work. But, you're
definitely worth the effort.

Maddie: How can you be so sure?

He kisses her again.

David hesitates but doesn't answer.

David: Hey, doesn't somebody
owe somebody a ring here?

Maddie: What?
David: Well . . . Okay. The truth is
. . . your dad came out here to see
me while you were in Chicago.

Maddie: I'm sure. Are you?
David (leans over and kisses her):
I've always been sure. But what
brought this on all of the sudden?
Maddie: I don't really know. I just
think it's time I had the courage to
live my own life. To stop running.
To stop worrying about what I
think is "expected" of me. Maybe I
just learned something today.
They just look at each other for
another minute, as Maddie takes
his hand.
Maddie (smiles): Well, now I
know what I'm going to say to my
parents.
David: What? That you're going to
marry an underling?
Maddie: No. That they can stop
worrying about me. That I love
them. And that they're getting a

Maddie: Am I that stubborn?

Maddie: What? So that's what you
meant when you said . . .
David: Yeah. It was right after he
found out you were pregnant. He
was just worried about you. That's
all.

Maddie: Yeah. I wonder what the
etiquette is on something like this.
David: I bet Mrs. Mecklin would
know.
Scene Ends.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COMMERCIAL BREAK
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Maddie: I can't believe that he didn't tell me. That you didn't tell me.

EPILOGUE

David: Maddie, he just thought we
should talk. To be honest with you,
he wanted to know what my intentions were.

The next morning at Maddie's
house. The doorbell rings. Maddie
rushes up to the door, but then
waits a second to calm herself
before answering it.

Maddie: He didn't. You mean, he
already knew that we . . . that you . . .
David: Yes, he did. He really is a
good man, Maddie. And he loves
you very much. It was fine.
Maddie: What did you tell him?
David: The same thing I told you.
That I love you. That I want to

Maddie: Hi. Missed you last night.
I'm not used to sleeping alone.
David: Hi there, gorgeous. (He
leans in to kiss her) I had a little
errand to do.
Maddie: Well, it gave me a chance
to get a few things done, too.
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Maddie doesn't notice that he's hiding something behind his back. She
immediately grabs a little box from
a nearby table.
Maddie: Got something for you.
David: Well, as luck would have it,
I got something for you, too. (He
shows her the little box from
behind his back) Who would have
guessed it, matching little boxes?
Maddie: What did you do?
David: What did you?

Maddie: I hope you like it. I mean,
I know you already have one, but I
thought since I'm the one who proposed, you deserved an engagement ring. I know it's not very traditional . . .

case, I think we should get right
down to business. Would you like
to adjourn to the multi purpose
room upstairs?

David: Since when do we do anything by the book?

Standing in the entryway in front of
the staircase, they kiss, slowly at
first, but gradually building in
intensity. They make their way up
the stairs. Once in Maddie's bedroom, they fall together on her bed,
kissing passionately. Trying not to
separate, he unbuttons her blouse
and slides it off her shoulders. Still
kissing, they each reach down to
slide off their remaining clothes.
He pulls away just briefly, yanking
his shirt over his head. They kiss
even more eagerly, feeling, caressing, and exploring each other's
bodies. He lies on his back this
time, and gently pulls her over him.
Despite her expanding belly, she
lies on top of him, as they begin to
make love. The sounds of their
lovemaking fill the room.
Afterwards, they lay together in the
afterglow that has become so
familiar again over the past couple
of days.

She takes his ring out as he takes
her's out. They place them on each
other's fingers.
David: So, I guess it's official.

Maddie just smiles.

Maddie: I guess so. You haven't
changed your mind?

David: You first.

David: Nope. You?

Maddie opens the box to find a
beautiful, sparkling diamond ring
there.

Maddie shakes her head no.

Maddie: Oh, David, it's beautiful.
Just beautiful. But you didn't have
to. I proposed to you, remember?

Maddie (looking at her ring): At
least you won't have to return this
one.

David: You proposed this time.
But, according to the writers, I proposed last season, and you turned
me down. Anyway, I still had credit from Harry Winston for a wedding present I returned. And I
wanted to make sure your father
knows I am going to make an honest woman out of you.

They stand face to face, arms
around each other.

He starts to take the ring out of the
box, but she stops him gently.
Maddie: Open yours first.
David opens his little box to find a
gold pinkie ring with small diamond studs running half way
around it.

They kiss again.

David: Boy, am I glad you suggested that we work at home this
morning.
Maddie: Well, we had a pretty
long day yesterday, and with my
parents coming, I thought we might
want to "confer" on a few things in
private before they get here. I
asked them to meet us here at the
house when they get in. That way
we can give them the news together. They should be here in time for
dinner.
David (kissing her): Well, in that

Maddie: By all means.

Maddie: I like working from
home. Very productive.
David: If you liked this, just wait
until you see what I've in mind for
this afternoon's conference.
Maddie: I can't wait.
They kiss again as we:
FREEZE FRAME AND EPISODE
ENDS
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The Moonlighting Online Community
Name of Website

Web site address

Moonlighting In The 21st Century

http://www.moonlighting21.com
http://www.geocities.com/blue_moon_agency
http://home.talkcity.com/BoxOfficeBlvd/liesha007/moonlighting.html
http://home.attbi.com/~christinemgraves/index.html
http://moonlighter.homestead.com
http://www.geocities.com/parker29_1999/index.html

Blue Moon Detective Agency
Moonlighting
Moonlighting Madness
Moonlighter
Blue Moon Banter
Moonlighting and SMK
(Moonlighting Central)
Blue Moon
Moonlighting and Beyond The Bruce Willis Website
Lisa's Moonlighting Page
Arjun Dutt's Moonlighting
Tim's Moonlighting Page
Steph's Moonlighting Page
Adina's Page of Randomness
Moonlighting, On the Web
Tara's Moonlighting Page!
So You Want To Work for Blue Moon
Blue Moonlighting
Moonlighting Always

http://home.rochester.rr.com/smkmoon/frontpage.htm
http://www.geocities.com/bluemoonagency/
http://www.angelfire.com/stars3/brucewillis/index.html
http://members.aol.com/edncapwell/Moonlighting.htm
http://www2.elen.utah.edu/~arjun/moon.htm
http://www.timstvshowcase.com/moonlite.html
http://www.geocities.com/greasegirl86/Moonlighting.html
http://www.geocities.com/bluemoondetective/
http://people.ne.mediaone.net/dianedemelo/moonlighting.html
http://members.tripod.com/80stuff/
http://www.geocities.com/lemonbaby67/
http://ml_obsessed.tripod.com/index.htm
http://moonlighting_always.tripod.com/

International Websites
Moonlighting (U.K.)
Das Model und der Schnüffler
German Moonlighting Fan Club
Moonlighting.De, AKA The Model and
the Detective (in German)
Moonlighting - "Luz de Luna" (Spanish)
Moonlighting - "Clair de Lune" (French)
LMDS - Clair de Lune (French)
Al Jarreau Websites
Al Jarreau’s Official Website
Jazz Singers (Smithsonian Productions)
The Al Jarreau Fanpage
The first German Al Jarreau Fan Site
Al Jarreau – GRP Records

http://mysite.freeserve.com/MOONLIGHTING_1/index.htm
http://www.bluemoon.delanus.de/
http://www.fortunecity.de/kraftwerk/bluemchen/4/
http://www.moonlighting.de
http://socios.las.es/~jal/tv/moonlighting/
http://www.ifrance.com/princeadam/bluemoon/
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/lmds/abcd/clair_de_lune.htm

http://www.jarreau.com
http://jazzsingersradio.org/home.html (Al Jarreau hosts this program)
http://www.jarreau.de/
http://www.jarreau.musicpage.de/
http://www.vervemusicgroup.com/grp/artist.asp?aid=2766
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